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CAMBRIDGE
I obtained the terminal degree, doctorate in philosophy, from University of Cambridge in
1965. In life, the word “terminal” is a dead-end; in education, it suggests the ultimate
achievable in a learning process, more so in my case because glory of the university
rubbed off on the degree, gilding it as if molten gold was poured over the certificate. To
make it happen I worked harder than many in whose company I found myself because I
thought they were either much smarter than I and had whatever it took to excel in so
prestigious an environment, or more prepared and with better background. There were
also a few for whom striving for excellence did not matter, destined as they were by birth
to occupy a place at the top regardless of academic performance. A challenging
experience it also was because professors were either at the pinnacle of academic
achievement or performance, Nobel Prize winners among them, and even the instructors
chosen from among only the brightest students. What a fine garden of talent flourished
there, as if nature had scattered so many seeds of rare and brilliant minds to grow and
bloom in a fertile garden! I expected Cambridge to set a standard only the brightest
achieve unlike a degree factory that awards certificates to tin men, their purpose being to
give confidence and self-esteem they might otherwise not have- a noble purpose until
their overwhelming presence destroys educational standards.

Srinivasa Ramanujan & Sr Issac Newton

Anecdotes about Cambridge scholars eroded even the little confidence I had at the time,
making me feel even more inadequate. According to one story, a British administrator in
India discovered Ramanujan, one of Cambridge‟s greatest mathematicians, working in an
Indian port office. He was sent to Cambridge to realize a hitherto untapped potential.
Ramanujan died of tuberculosis at young age. As he lay terminally ill in the Cambridge
hospital, the story goes, a colleague went to see him. Even in the terminal stage of disease
Ramanujan was able to rattle off permutations and combinations of whole numbers
including the one on the license plate of the visitor‟s car. Sometimes legend gets mixed
up with fact because fact sounds like fiction, so incredible their achievements even in a
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short lifetime. An apple tree in the Trinity College courtyard gave credence to another
figment of someone‟s imagination that Newton‟s eureka moment was under that tree.
Darwin, another Cambridge great who the mighty Anglican Church discredited for
expounding the science of evolution, is reported to have declared to everyone‟s chagrin,
“Man is but a worm!”
Great universities like Cambridge, Harvard and Oxford encourage students to use their
capacity to reason, to follow instincts and come to their own conclusions even when they
defy sacrosanct doctrines propagated by state and almighty churches. No university
defied heresies with greater courage than Cambridge. In the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, the Church obstructed the higher education of women. Newnham College
founded by Henry Sidgewick, A. J Clough, Marion Kennedy and likeminded, some
agnostics among them, is one of few Cambridge colleges without a chapel within its
grounds. Its humble origin in 1869 as a house of residence began under the sponsorship
of the Association for Promoting the Higher Education of Women.
I wanted to catch a little of the spirit that made Darwin or Newton great. If the heights
they reached were attained by many sleepless nights, I was prepared to spend many more.
I wanted the mood, spirit, and determination to excel among the best. How easy is that
ambition to fulfill? Such thoughts sustained me, and without them I might have come to
failure. At those moments when I was most crestfallen from lack of confidence to reach
those vaulting standards, a voice within awakened the determination to strive harder.
With every determined step I took in those open slippers I then wore with sari, both
inappropriate for Cambridge winter, therefore impediments to movement, horizontal and
vertical, I gained little more confidence, and with each passing day, the sense of
belonging to Cambridge increased because I found something or someone to inspire,
motivate and support me. Even before the end of the second academic year, the sense of
belonging to Cambridge grew so strong it soon became like home away from home.
Cambridge shelters its students so well the town did not risk affronting the feelings of
anyone who wore the Cambridge gown. A hairdresser in town, who pulled the hair of a
foreign student inappropriately, received a call from the Principal of Newnham College
to discontinue the practice, perhaps politely suggested but with dire consequences if
ignored.
In those days Cambridge bore a striking likeness to Kandy, my hometown, quiet,
nurturing and a lovely habitat. It was an endearing place because some students I met
were like me; I was in the company of some as diffident as I. Even those who had a
proven track record of academic excellence at Harvard or Oxford and were in Cambridge
for further academic glory were often the most unassuming and modest.
I arrived in Cambridge having taking my first plane ride at age of twenty-six. My
excitement grew in direct proportion to vaulting expectations of experiences I was bound
to have in so august a place, surrounded by brilliance and many opportunities. I was
eager to make influential and powerful contacts and simultaneously, get a degree from
Cambridge, both bound to further my career in unforeseen ways, too numerous to count
or speculate upon. I thought that every person I met on Sidgwick Avenue or Queen‟s
Road or Grange Road was famous and how I wished in those foolish days to make his or
her acquaintance. I greeted many I met along sidewalks who, in my opinion, looked like
men and women of power and influence, enthusiastically, hoping thus to establish
rewarding relationships. The closest I came to greatness was a brief encounter with E.M.
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Forster, and it, too embarrassing to even recall. One day S told me that E.M. Forster was
a man of habit. Every morning at a given hour, he walked along Newnham Terrace
wearing a weather beaten raincoat and huddling beneath a large black umbrella. At last,
for the first time in Cambridge, search of my secret life for a tie-up with the famous was
about to materialize. There was a chance that I would meet Forster whose book, Passage
to India, I had read many times, enduring the slight and anguish the conquered feel in
their own country living beneath a snobbish society fashioned by conquerors. Just so I
could engage in conversation and establish an intellectual relationship with the great E.M.
Forster, I wanted to begin a lively dialogue by the roadside: to tell him Indians have taken
conquest, one after another, in stride, and emerged indomitable and triumphant, to tell
him, India produced the greatest human this world will ever know, Buddha, who
proclaimed man to be the „creator of his present life and sole designer of his destiny‟, a
system of thinking that must appeal to Cambridge; to imagine such a man lived in India
more than two thousand years ago; to also tell him his novel should have made some
reference to the plunder of India by conquerors that impoverished one and enriched the
other; and finally, to tell him the only good thing that can be said for British imperialism
and war mongering, never intended by those rapacious administrators of the East India
Company, is it united the world by a common language providing access to a vast
repository of knowledge like no other. It brought the world together as never before,
facilitating movement toward globalization. It shattered the curse of Babel, enabling me,
a person who grew up in a sleepy town in the hill country of a tiny island below the
Indian peninsula to interact intellectually with those from Britain, Finland, Egypt, Ghana,
USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Brazil, and India among others. I wished to
engage the great E. M Forster in friendly but contentious discourse or lively debate while
standing on the sidewalk of Newnham Terrace! How audacious, nay stupid, the thought
in retrospect! The following day, shortly before that appointed hour, I walked to the
corner of Newnham Terrace and Sidgwick Avenue and stood there under my small
umbrella thinking not about the impending encounter with a great man, but of the soft
drizzle that always fell from the sky and never seemed to cease, day in and day out. I
remembered the summer we had- on a Thursday afternoon! It was at that moment, when I
stood there in miserable contemplation of Cambridge weather, that I saw a man, in pitiful
condition, walking toward me from the direction of Trinity College. There was no
mistake about who he was. He was as S had described. How I summoned enough courage
to walk up to greet him, to tell him in one breath of inhaled air how much I esteemed him
as the greatest of living authors, I shall never know, but that was what I did and how
ashamed subsequently of my brazen behavior. He did not stop to acknowledge or talk to
me as I thought he would. He muttered a greeting in response to mine and walked past as
fast as he possibly could, almost breaking into a sprint, as if pursued by a raving lunatic.
What a humbling experience it was for this fool. Soon he passed out of my tear-filled
sight, looking like a tramp pursued by a dog; nothing about him to reveal the genius he
truly was. I resolved never again to attempt a tie-up with the famous hoping some of their
greatness would rub off on me. The journey toward the many Cambridge experiences and
goals, even without hobnobbing with the great, was enriching my life in little ways that
added up to so much. Those in whose company I lived for more than three years
stimulated the mind with intellectual discourse, deep and scholarly discussion, and
pleasure full conversation. I now recall with sentiments that come with nostalgia, those
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musical evenings in the Indian tradition in the company of Bengali students, Kalpana,
and Pranab among others. Kalpana who had a sweet voice sang songs of Hemanth Kumar
and other popular Bengali singers while playing the tambour. Someone, I believe it was
Addy from Selwyn, played the tabla to provide rhythmic accompaniment. I treasure the
tapes I made of Bengali music, songs of Rabindranath Tagore, sung by Hemanth Kumar.
I recall attending performances by great Indian artists like Mrinalini Sarabai and
Vyjantimala; listening with awe to the orchestra conducted by Sir Benjamin Britain
perform Handel‟s Messiah in the King‟s College Cathedral on Christmas Eve, and I
remember a few of the many times I went to King‟s College Cathedral to listen to Even
Song sung daily by the world famous Cambridge Choir, sixteen young choristers singing
psalms in thin, high, unbroken voices, a practice begun in the reign of Henry VI. The
pleasing acoustics and sacred environment of the Cathedral made those performances a
sublime experience that lingers in my mind.
In how many other universities do dons find time to socialize with students frequently as
they did in Cambridge in those days? Invitations to sherry, cocktails, tea, and sometimes
sit down dinners, by professors, tutors and supervisors were an integral component of the
Cambridge tradition. Every student I knew was caught up in that network of social events
organized and undertaken by officials of the Colleges of the University of Cambridge.
My enthusiasm is driving me ahead, disturbing the sequential narrative of memories on
my mind. I must return to the beginning and narrate them in chronological order. It is
important to do so because of the transformation, nay the „sea change‟ the Cambridge
experience ushered in the year 1962 when I left Ceylon to spend a little more than three
youthful years there.
“Cambridge has accepted me,” I sang loudly when the letter arrived from Newnham
College admitting me. Father thought I had been dreaming until he saw the letter that I
was waving in my hand.

Newnham College

“Isn‟t it marvelous, papa? My dream has come true.”
Father was rendered speechless and mother quietly replied,
“Yes, it‟s very good, daughter. May you be blessed by the Buddha, Dhamma and
Sangha!”
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On the day of departure for Cambridge, I saw the hopeless look on father‟s face at
Katunayaka Airport. I tried to pacify him with promises:
“Loathe to go, “ I said, “but I must be leaving to better my prospects, Perhaps the sky will
be the limit to what I will achieve and when I succeed, how proud you‟ll then be!”
“Child, I am already very proud of what you have achieved so far. You can‟t improve on
that,” he countered.
I heeded him not. I was fortified by the glory of anticipation. In my mind a thousand
thoughts conspired to make me admire, doubts in his mind notwithstanding, alien lands
and people to be as endearing as my own. After hugging each and every one who had
come to see me off, he more than others, I walked away, almost cold, unflinching and
eager, to board the flight to heaven with only scant attention to the doubtful heart I was
leaving behind. My mind was occupied with pictures I saw in a brochure; well-dressed
people walking on gold-flecked sidewalks in a large city lovelier than any in my own. I
wondered what thrills awaited me in that faraway place? I anticipated unbridled
welcome from those pale faces.
Dawn had not broken over the eastern horizon. The engine roared with ugly sound. The
plane soared through the soured air, London bound.
“Fine weather,” said the pilot from the entombing cockpit. We‟ll be cruising at an
altitude…whirr, whirr.”
At that moment, quite suddenly and inexplicably, my indifference to father‟s plight
vanished. I turned my head to look yearningly out of the window as if I was being held
captive in some enclosure and whisked away, gagged and bound, to a foreign land. From
my window seat I saw land, sea and sky merged in almost total darkness; too little light to
silhouette even coconut palms that defined the shoreline of my resplendent isle. The
heart-breaking terminal receded and grew fainter, until it became a mere speck of light
and gradually nothing at all. Surrounding vegetation faintly illumined by streetlights
alongside the road to the airport also disappeared from sight. I fancied father standing in
the visitor‟s viewing gallery watching the plane disappear from sight; I saw mother pull
his coat sleeve to gently remind that the drive back to Kandy must soon begin; reluctantly
and slowly, he walks back to the car, but talks little on the way back home.
It was easier for me to compose myself because of the excitement of expectations.
Father‟s life was, as he described it, “over the hill. I have come to that stage when one
foot is in the grave.” Easing a few lingering pains on the headrest, I tuned to classical
music on the headset, and opened a brochure I pulled out of the pocket in the seat in
front. The laminated pages had colorful pictures illustrating the text. However, I was not
reading, as I would normally have done; I was thinking about father and his predicament.
In the world of nature relationships between parents and offspring are brief. I wondered
whether the mother turtle would even recognize the brood hatched from the eggs it
dropped into a hole on a faraway beach should they ever meet again. The father‟s
disappearance occurred even sooner, soon after mating, even before conception. Among
humans, especially in eastern societies, the relationship between parents and children is
enduring, from cradle to grave and often beyond. Is a long-lasting relationship between
parents and children the hallmark of civilized behavior among the humans? But how do
we cope with sorrow of eventual parting loving relationships entail? How to cope when
ropes that tether one to the other, in my case father to daughter, disintegrate? The March
of the Penguins, a recent documentary, describing, among other things, the tenuous bond
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between parents and offspring in nature, brought to mind the conflicting emotions that
were in my mind at that moment of departure over forty years ago. The emperor penguins
walked seventy miles to mate and procreate in the most hostile of habitats, suffering
bitter cold, risking life and sacrificing the pleasure of sexual encounter in a more
congenial habitat. However, both parents walked away from their offspring while it was
still an infant barely able to fend for itself. I did not then understand that I, the offspring,
was walking away. My western-style education showed me how to cut tethers that bound
me to my family and fly away.
I was in a British Overseas Airways Corporation (BOAC) flight from Katunayaka to
Heathrow, unaccompanied and alone. For the first and last time in my life, I listened in
rapt attention to a steward who showed me how to buckle up, to use the bottom seat as a
floatation device in an unlikely event of a water landing, to use the oxygen mask that
would fall from above in another unlikely event of a drop in cabin pressure. Thinking
about calamities the steward described made the flight scary. It was an enormously long
trip, stretching over several time zones to a faraway place I had not been to before. We
were traveling from east to west, from night to deeper night. The lights within the cabin
were dimmed to allow passengers who so far had not slept at all to sleep. There was no
passenger in the adjoining seat in the row I occupied. The cabin stewardess came by and
pushed the armrest up transforming the seat into a comfortable couch; she also gave me a
tiny pillow and a blanket. I curled up and slept until about 6 a.m. Greenwich Mean Time.

Wooly pillows floating below

I had chosen to sit by a window. When I awoke and looked out of that window, it was an
awesome sight. I saw clouds, like wooly pillows floating below. I wondered how it would
look when those clouds turned gray and it started to rain. I saw earth from above as if I
was in heaven looking upon lesser mortals down there. But I did not see a human walking
or a cow grazing in fields below; neither fields nor trees. Although I was flying up there,
I did not see even a bird; I saw nothing, only those clouds. It was an inspirational
moment: No wonder, I reasoned, calamities struck earth, often impoverishing those who
prayed most. Perhaps gods were similarly disadvantaged living in their lofty residences!
We were flying so high, above thirty thousand feet. Between fissures in those clouds, I
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saw land flowing securely like an expanse of blue-green water undefined by the third
dimension. It was not a worrying sight.
The journey to Cambridge is memorable for many reasons: as I mentioned before, it was
my first plane ride, first journey out of the country and its purpose, to attend one of the
finest and the most picturesque university in the world, located in the most popular tourist
resort in England.
I broke journey to spend a few days in London with Savitri, who attended the same high
school in Kandy, my hometown in Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). She then lived in a studio
apartment in London. Because it was small, I put up at the Methodist International House
in London. I was not used to the dormitory sleeping arrangement in which I found myself
that night. I slept little next to a woman who snored loudly. So strong was my aversion to
that dormitory, on the following day, I moved in with Savitri. Sleeping on the floor on a
rolled out mat was preferable to the bed beside a roaring coal engine.
I was excited to see London, the capital city of invaders who conquered my country and
practically the whole world, and when their power waned, left behind an incomparable
legacy no previous empire builder matched, the English language and the vast knowledge
that went with it. Furthermore, I had read so much about England because of our colonial
linkage and the British-style education system we inherited. I was seeing London I had
read about in Dickens‟ novels and in Shakespeare‟s plays, referenced in the writings of
Joseph Conrad, Jane Austin, Emily and Charlotte Bronte; the setting of Sherlock Holmes‟
residence, the famous detective in stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle father read to me
when I was a child. Would I have time and opportunity to saunter down Baker Street
where the fictitious detective Sherlock Holmes resided? Maybe even see the building on
the banks of the river Thames within which the fictitious Marlow sat weaving the story of
Lord Jim. There was much I wanted to see in London and in Savitri‟s company I took
the tube, another first, to those places. How scary it would have been without her as my
guide!
I had seventy-five pounds in travelers‟ checks, a large sum of money for me in those
days. It was burning a hole in my pocket. I had to go out and spend nearly all of it on two
items of clothing comforted by the knowledge that the Central Bank of Ceylon, my
employer, would replenish my bank balance with periodic remittances. While in London
I shopped for winter clothes at Fortnum and Mason, buying the thickest woolen coat I
could find, in flaming red, (I gave it away to the char lady three years later) and a thick
red robe of acrylic pile I still have and which I treasure as a memento. Its appearance,
after forty-plus years, attests to the quality of English textiles in those days. Youthful
exuberance and remembrance of the sizzling hot sunshine of the country I had just left
behind accounting for the choice of color!
For the next two days, Savitri and I got up early morning to see as many places as
possible before we both tired from walking between sites and it was too dark to go on.
One of many joys of sightseeing in a city like London and I have seen more than a
hundred such cities since, it is steeped in events that changed and shaped the course of
world history in recent times. London has great buildings attributed to infamous kings
like Henry VIII or the dowager, Queen Victoria; buildings designed by famous architects
like Sir Christopher Wren and monuments to remind us of British heroes like Nelson lest
their life-sacrificing contribution be forgotten. I could not see all historical sights the
great city of London had to offer, churches, cathedrals, galleries, palaces, universities and
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museums and saw as many as we could while traveling between sites on our feeble feet
or by bus. Savitri and I poured over a map of London. All the sights on our itinerary
followed the course of the River Thames. At one end from where we were lodging was
the Royal Botanical Gardens (Kew); moving along the flow of the river to the other end,
were Buckingham Palace, St. James Park, Whitehall and the Parliament, Westminster
Abbey, Cleopatra‟s Needle, London Bridge, the Tower and the Tower Bridge; and at the
far side, the Greenwich National Maritime Museum. These were sites I longed to see
because of their associated glory or my familiarity with events they represented or
because they contained a great deal of history or were the most sensational.

The London Bridge

In the short time at my disposal I saw where some kings, queens and statesmen lived,
how they lived and even where they lay buried.
First, we rode the bus to Buckingham Palace. I was unimpressed by its size, not as large
as I had expected, nevertheless a magnificent royal dwelling. Like Christopher Robin and
his nanny, we waited outside to see the changing of the guard; across from where we
stood is St James Park and so it was next on our “to-do‟ list.
“We are not too far from the London Bridge and the Tower of London,” Savitri said. We
went thither. We saw the many towers spiring to the heavens and were spellbound by the
sight. I believe it was in the Tower of London that Anne Boleyn and another of Henry
VIII‟s wives were imprisoned before their executions. We reflected upon the use and
abuse of women in those and even in modern times. We hung around the Tower Bridge
to see it split in two and go up to allow an ocean going liner navigate inland along the
Thames; waiting at the site long enough to hear the Big Ben chime twelve.
We grabbed two sandwiches from a cafeteria and ate our lunch while commuting in the
direction of the Houses of Parliament and the Westminster Abbey, where kings and
queen are crowned, and interred when they die. What lies within are the tombs of bygone
kings and heroes; occasionally, the effigies of a husband and wife, side by side, on the
stone coffin- it was an eerie sight. We spent some time in the Poet‟s corner searching for
the memorials to such literary greats as Tennyson and Dickens. Next, we rode along
Westminster Bridge, a sight that brought to mind Wordsworth‟s sonnet, Upon
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Westminster Bridge. Viewing the City of London from that bridge sent Wordsworth
into poetic rapture.
“Earth has not anything to show more fair.”
In Trafalgar Square we jostled with tourists and fed the pigeons beneath Nelson‟s statue.
We saw Sir Winston Churchill and Nehru among a host of other world statesmen in the
Madame Tussaud‟s Wax Museum; neither as imposing and awesome as the impression
left on my mind because in real life both, particularly Nehru, were of small stature.

Sherlock Holmes

On the second day we went to the Regent Park Zoo and stood mesmerized before the
simulated equatorial forest behind glass watching iridescent humming birds dart like
quivering arrows between trees. 221B Baker Street eluded us, but we went in its search.
Afterwards our destination was the British Museum not minding being too tired to see no
more than a wee bit of that huge museum because admission was free. We stood for a
long time looking at gigantic bells colonial travelers had hauled all the way from China
perhaps in sailing ships; greater wonder to see massive walls decorated in intricate design
brought from the Middle East or India in colonial times, piece by piece, in transportable
segments and re-assembled within for our viewing pleasure. The beauty and complexity
of the artwork was lost because we were talking about the initiative and enterprise of men
from a bygone era who went, saw, conquered, and hauled it all away, perhaps in sailing
ships, to enrich their motherland!
We rode the double-decker, tube and the impressive London cab that looks like a hearse
in Ceylon. We strolled through Hyde Park discreetly avoiding trees but furtively glancing
in the direction where couples entwined beneath scanty blankets were engaged in carnal
love and sexual activity.
On the following day, rising with dawn, we planned a day‟s visit to the Kew gardens. We
took the tube to Kew Gardens to see and compare it to our own Royal Botanical Gardens
in Ceylon, the gardens of the last king of Sri Lanka, developed by the British after
colonization. We entered the Palm House and were hit by the heat and humidity inside;
we had both forgotten how steamy and unpleasant tropical climate can be, even though
exotic vegetation flourished within. No matter where we went we saw buildings, palaces,
churches and parks, places of architectural beauty and pageantry.
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“That‟s the way to the Ceylon Embassy,” Savitri pointed out when we were in the
vicinity of Hyde Park. “On Sundays they serve delicious rice and curry meal in the
basement, a bonanza for poor and lonely students for whom the Sunday meal is an event
to look forward during the whole week. There is also a Ceylon Tea Room on Regent
Street. The tea they serve is very good and their savories even better. Next time you visit
London, we‟ll go to either or both.”

The Kew Gardens

I saw so much in the few days, consequently taking in little of even the few places that
we had chosen to see. My predicament is summarized in the couplet written by another in
similar circumstances, Alexander Pope:
“The fool that hath been taught to roam,
Excels the fool that hath been kept at home.”
In London, Savitri said, streets were swept in a timely fashion, garbage placed in closed
bins and removed frequently; littering and spitting in public places, the exception rather
than the rule, and lavatories built in strategic places for public use. I saw no shoving and
pushing to get ahead in line; each waited patiently for his turn. The City of London,
despite the crowds and hectic pace was cleaner and more efficient than Colombo, because
its people, mostly middle class, behaved responsibly. People were scurrying between
places as if to catch a train, bus or plane- few loiterers. The City and its people alike were
orderly. We saw no panhandlers either; only an occasional musician at a street corner,
rather well dressed, playing for your ear and the pennies you put in the plate left at a
discreet distance. They were entertaining passersby with music or song; they did not beg;
they performed. The payback of giving to them was immediate, not in some future life. I
did not see the squalor and destitution described in Charles Dickens‟ novels; perhaps
those characteristics were problematic phenomenon in pre-colonial times. In Dickens
times London may have looked like Colombo I left behind.
I boarded the express train to Cambridge a few days later at the King‟s Cross Station. I
took a seat by the window of a nearly empty train. How clean and well furbished the
interior looked! Trains departed every hour, and I chose to ride to Cambridge in the early
afternoon because we did more sightseeing until noon. The King‟s Cross Station was
only a little bigger than the Fort Railway Station in Colombo, but the service was hugely
different. Trains arrived and departed on time. Apologies were made even when a train
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arrived a minute behind schedule. In Ceylon, trains were habitually late and no one
bothered to apologize or explain, the administrators were callous about customers‟
convenience and comfort; customers accustomed to the sloppy service provided by
government agencies, rarely protested. I wondered whether the trains in Ceylon were
punctual in British colonial times.

A lane of English houses

The train was soon speeding past little towns designated by small railway stations with
short and solitary platforms, past unbroken lanes of houses each looking like the one on
either side. My head was turning from side to side in endless curiosity to see as much of
the landscape as I possibly could as the train rode at express speed. For many miles out of
London, we traversed urban landscape of congested housing and industrial sites. When
we came to open country, fields lay open all the way to the horizon, as far as I could see.
It was late summer when I saw for the first time those lovely undulating fields between
London and Cambridge. The crop was beginning to mature and change color; deep green
below and yellow on the surface, suggesting that harvest was just around the corner. I
rode past idyllic farmhouses situated perhaps miles apart each surrounded by meadow.
Occasionally, as the train whisked past, I saw a flock of sheep, a first time experience for
me; and also few cattle and horses corralled within fences. I caught a fleeting glimpse of
what looked like a thatched cottage, another first. It occurred to me that English farm
country was sparsely populated. No children were standing by the track happily waving
to trains swishing past. No farmers or herders were farming out there in those isolated
habitations. After a while, when the novelty of undulating fields was gone, it was mostly
a boring ride. Between Colombo and Kandy, varying landscapes crowded in from both
sides of the tract in the72 mile long journey. In contemplation of contrasts I spent most of
the time it took to ride from London to Cambridge.
Between London and Cambridge, there was little to see out there. I turned away and just
as I was beginning to speculate on what might await me in Cambridge, the Cambridge
station appeared: only a small signpost announced that I was in Cambridge. Inflated
expectations of an imposing and ostentatious structure, unlike the King‟s Cross Station,
did not materialize. It was as unimpressive as any large railway station in Ceylon. The
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train crawled to a halt beside a long platform intersected by gray steel columns. A few
people, many students with scarves around the neck, and others in some way connected
to the University judging from their conversation, alighted. Unlike me, they picked up
their bags or sought a porter‟s help and moved along at a brisk pace with confidence that
showed like a „top hat on a Bradford millionaire‟.
No one met me at the Cambridge station when I got down in a hurry from the express
train. I unloaded the two cases I was carrying- one weighing more than forty pounds. The
sari I then wore was getting the way of progress. I had telephoned Newnham earlier that
day to give the time of arrival in Cambridge for an obvious reason. How dismayed I was
to find no one out there to meet and guide me! It did not take me long to realize that they
wanted to encourage independence and resourcefulness from day one. I would have
spared me the cost of the telephone call if only I had known. Excitement rather than
disappointment was the dominant feeling I had, but how to go from the station to my
destination, 4 Barton Road? I was dreadfully nervous not knowing how to proceed.
Standing alone out there on the platform on my first day in Cambridge, I had to overcome
the first in a series of political and cultural shocks. I wondered from whom to inquire
concerning the whereabouts of Barton Road. In England, the whites were not only the
masters of their domain, but also its servants and sesath (fan) bearers. Whites swept
streets, carried my bags, drove taxis, and even cleaned restrooms in stations, while they
had been the masters where I came from. The predicament caused by political realities
and cultural restraints I inherited during colonial administration was short-lived. The
proverb of the tail wagging the dog could not have described a situation better. I saw a
white porter walking toward me. He inquired about my destination, engaged me, and
carried my bags to a waiting taxi. He spoke to the taxi driver who took over and I did not
have to say a word except “thank you” to the porter while handing him a tip.
It was a fair day. I viewed a town with mostly medieval buildings bathed in warm sun –
shine, and spires of chapels rising like minarets in the distance. There was hardly any
vehicular traffic to slow us down. The driver explained that we were skirting the City
Center because Barton Road was at the periphery. I remember the route so well; the taxi
crisscrossed roads and places that I later frequented on foot: Lensfield Road and Fen
Causeway and on to Newnham. The last name sounded familiar because Newnham was
the College I was going to be attending for the next three years. I had come to the end of
my taxi ride: right turn onto Barton Road and we drove up to the idyllic cottage at 4
Barton Road.
The garden looked like one that might have been under father‟s care, so untended and
wild; perhaps a refuge and shelter for birds, bees, small critters and wild things like me. It
was rank with weed and mean flowers that were sure to inspire budding poets in the
Wordsworth tradition. Indeed, it was there that I saw the first robin redbreast, magpie and
the tiny wren that trilled with noise far disproportionate to its size. The robin was less
colorful, unimpressive unlike those in greetings cards; it was predominantly dull brown
with dull red breast, but even so, such a thrill to see one alive! So far Whitstead was all
that I had hoped for, a page taken out of a nature conservancy magazine. Cambridge
reminded me of Kandy, my hometown. The little I had glimpsed of Cambridge while
riding along its periphery was also pleasing.
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Whitstead

The driver dumped the heavy suitcase on the front door step, rang the doorbell and waited
for the door to open and it did almost instantaneously by a young girl.
“Mrs Milne, our housekeeper, is expecting you,” she greeted in an American accent. “I
am Sally from the United States. I occupy a room on the ground floor and have the
pleasure of answering the doorbell. I think your room is on the top floor.”

Whitstead Garden

Perhaps because she did not care too much for that pleasure, I think it was Sally who a
year later designed a code with different combinations of long and short rings for each of
the residents. The coded list was posted by the doorbell, my code was: - . - , a long ring
followed by a short ring, followed by a long! Thereafter, if someone did not respond to
the bell code, it meant that she was out or did not wish to respond to the summons. No
one was admitted inside that the occupants did not wish to meet.
The taxi driver looked inquiringly at me wondering whether he must stay around to carry
my suitcase up two flights of stairs because of the generous tip I had given in addition to
the fare. But Sally, though slender and not much taller than I, dismissed him, sprinted up
the stairs with my suitcase as if it was a small shopping bag and set it down outside my
room. How cheerful and welcoming she was, what athletic prowess she possessed, how
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firmly etched on my mind the first encounter that I have fondly treasured ever since! Two
Americans, Sally and Ruthie, both from Harvard, occupied rooms in Whitstead during
the year I lived there, and both were among the friendliest and most welcoming; and they
still remain in mind as the friendliest and most sincere of many I have since met within
the United States!
My room was snug and simple in appearance, furnished spartanly to meet basic needs of
students. The floor was covered with a well-worn dark green wall-to-wall rug that
appeared to have been recently vacuumed. It had a twin bed, an antique roll top desk with
little drawers within for storing knick-knacks, a couple of chairs and a bedside table. The
focal point in the layout was the fireplace. The meter on one side was for obtaining coingenerated heat. The room also had a closet large enough to take all those things in the two
cases that mother had somehow managed to stuff inside. Later, I learned from Mrs. Milne
that the smaller rooms were given to those who came from warmer countries because
they were easier and cheaper to heat. Students who came from the United States or
Canada were given the larger rooms on the ground floor, on the presumption they were
well endowed to feed those gas meters! There was no central heating in my time. Along
the hallways, there were some radiators; the hot water from the boiler located in some
concealed room or corner flowed through the pipes to warm the building, but there were
no radiators in the bedrooms. In winter, even when I was layered in woolens clothing or
slept under several woolen blankets, the cold, cold air within the room chilled me to the
bone. To keep warm and cozy within the room I fed shilling into a rapacious gas meter.
“I think the toilet is down the hall, to your right,”
Sally said pointing her hand in that general direction. “Give yourself a little time to settle
in and then go down and meet Mrs, Milne, our housekeeper. Such a dear old lady! She‟ll
serve you tea and cookies,” she added before taking off with sprightly gait.
“Cookies” I wondered.
Sally was right about Mrs. Milne. She was a dear old lady with endearing habits. She had
a blue budgeriger, an Australian parakeet, she kept in a cage most of the time. “Bluey”
was its name for an obvious reason. She had taught the bird to chirp a few phrases like
“Good morning, mommy; Merry Christmas, and Hello, luv”. At night, a cloth was thrown
over its cage to show it that it was bedtime. In the morning, when that cloth was whisked
away, Bluey knew enough about daily ritual to chirp “Good morning, Mommy”.
However, it was confused about the seasonal event. We heard it sing a muffled “Merry
Christmas,‟ even in mid-January! On Sundays, when she did not get a helper from the
Newnham kitchen, I would stand beside Mrs. Milne assisting her to wash the soiled
dishes; her assignment after breakfast she prepared and served in the dining room. After
scraping off all food residue in meticulous fashion, mostly of egg and bacon that were a
significant components of a full English breakfast, the plates were immersed in a tub of
hot sudsy water, vigorously scrubbed with a sponge, immersed in the same water again,
and handed to me, one by one, to wipe with dry towel and stack away. One large tub of
sudsy water was all she used to make those plates clean and re-useable. Back home, I
cannot remember a time when I washed a dish. I was not aware of how it was done, but
under mother‟s careful watch, I was sure they were washed many times in clean water,
over and over again. Standing there at Mrs. Milne‟s side, I wondered aloud about the onetub ritual, whether in the process cleanliness was being compromised. “No!” she said
quite emphatically; those dishes were not soiled beyond redemption of her cleaning
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process. They were as good as new because of detergent, hot water, clean towels and firm
hand. Mrs. Milne was Scottish! They were among the most methodical, enterprising and
frugal of any I met in Cambridge; and also among the friendliest.
I shared the lodgings at Whitstead, where so many generations of mostly older Newnham
students resided in their first year, with Angela (England), Sally (USA), Lorna
(Scotland), Winifred (England), Faiza (Egypt), Zoe (Finland), Ruthie (USA), Ruth
(Canada), Mercy (Ghana), Felicity (England) and Jenny (South Africa).
Sally and Ruthie were both from Harvard. Sally was there to read for the English Tripos.
It was the beginning of a relationship spanning many decades, forty-three to be exact, and
three generations later Sally is a grandmother and I, proposing to adopt a few
grandchildren. Our friendship was further strengthened when my two daughters visited
London and stayed with Sally and her family in their gracious home on Regent Street.
How coincidental that Sally married a fellow student from Cambridge who was born in
Kandy, my hometown where his father, who later became the Bishop of London, was the
principal of the best prep school for boys in my town, Trinity College! Stranger still that
she now resides in London and I, in the United States! We lodged together in houses
belonging to Newnham for three years, one year in Whitstead and two in Eva Smith
House on Grange Road.
I was admitted to Newnham College. Many colleges make up University of Cambridge;
one of only two universities in the world to be so structured: Oxford and Cambridge. The
college environment brought together a large group of students from all parts of the world
and some Cambridge dons, who were also fellows of a College, under one roof. Colleges
of Cambridge are impressive domains, almost all, especially Kings‟ and Trinity and even
my College, Newnham, of unique architectural beauty, a few with a history going back
more than seven hundred years. Within Newnham College I mingled frequently with
other students because we were brought together twice daily for lunch and dinner in
Clough Hall, one of three in my time, during that first year. Dinner, referred to as „Hall‟,
was then a formal event to which we wore our gowns. Au pair girls who came from
continental Europe to study English in one of many language schools in the City, waited
on us at table. The Principal of the College, flanked by the fellows and sometimes a
distinguished visitor sat at the high table set on the stage at the far end of the dining hall.
It was an occasion to indulge in leisurely or spirited conversation. Because of those daily
events that brought the students of Newnham College together, I was able to
communicate with many of other disciplines. College was like one large family; it was
the administrative and social unit for the students of University of Cambridge; my
communication with the University was through my College. I knew who the
administrators of Newnham College were, but not those of the University. Nevertheless, I
was not deprived of the University‟s glory; it rubbed off on me for life. The College saw
to my welfare in those three years at Cambridge, but University of Cambridge awarded
my degree.
Intellectual behemoths like Darwin, Sir Francis Bacon, Sir Isaac Newton, Fred Hoyle,
Watson and Crick of DNA fame, and John Maynard Keynes, the savior of the capitalist
system after the Great Depression, and many, many more famous intellectuals studied
and worked in Cambridge. It was, in my opinion, the most scholarly place in the world at
the time. Some of the best-known living economists of my time, Joan Robinson, Nicholas
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Kaldor, R.F. Kahn and E.A G. Robinson, authors of the textbooks we used in University
of Ceylon, lived in Cambridge.
When I saw for the first time King‟s College Cathedral at close quarters, the finest and
most picturesque cathedral in all England, and stood within dazzled by the stained glass
windows, overpowered by its decorative Gothic architecture from a bygone era,
spellbound by the vaulted ceiling with arching ribs converging fanlike to the center, the
solemnity of the church spoke to my soul bent on meditation as if I was within the
Dambulla temple in Ceylon. A feeling of veneration overcame me. I closed my eyes and
uttered my prayer,
„May all living things be free from pain; may they all be comfortable!‟

King’s College across the Cam

Even today, I recall with sentiment attached to nostalgia, a stroll along an outer verandah
of St John‟s, I believe it was. It was a moonlit night; the arched doorways along its outer
edge brought in moonlight to illuminate the dark gray walls and stone walkway within. I
thought I heard a soft chanting from somewhere, as of angels singing in a nearby chapel.
Because the surroundings looked so medieval, I looked around expecting to see a friar in
hooded garb emerge from the dark interior of that building.
My best friend at Cambridge was Zoe from Finland. She and I lived next door to each
other at Whitstead for one year. Zoe, from the Ministry of Education in Finland, was sent
to Cambridge to study criminology, an educational mission I could not quite comprehend
because of the idyllic picture in my mind of a crime-free Finland. However, I was glad
Zoe was there for a year to study crime or punishment because we became close friends.
Several time and temperature zones and cultures separated Zoe and I from birth through
adulthood and yet we appeared to have so much in common, an unforgettable friendship
and uncommon fellowship that survives to this day. What joy it was to visit her and her
family in Finland in the fall of my second year in Cambridge, and as much joy when she
visited me in Ames, Iowa during a tour sponsored by the US State Department. If you
were in Cambridge during the time I was there, you might have seen the two of us
walking together between Whitstead and Clough Hall or to the Market Square, one of the
first places I visited in Cambridge, on a Saturday afternoon to buy Camembert
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Interior of King’s College Catgedral

or Brie cheese, a small bouquet of cut flowers, juicy oranges imported from a
Mediterranean country or some fancy trinkets to take back home.
Zoe could punt rather well; she had the height and strength to propel those narrow flatbottomed boats forward with a long pole immersed in the shallow water of the Cam.
Sometimes we went punting all the way to Granchester and even beyond. On one
occasion the boat tipped where the river widened and deepened into a pond near
Grancester, throwing me into the water and sending Zoe to my rescue!

Punting on the Cam
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Our friendship produced a strange sight, a study in contrasts; therefore, people noticed
the two of us together: she was almost six foot tall and I, five foot two; she wore a dress
and I, a sari; she was a blonde and I wore my long black hair in a thick braid. In
appearance we did not seem to be so compatible, but how well we blended in outlook!
Incredible that in one year I bonded tightly to a person who crossed my path for so short a
period of time; perhaps because that year was one of the most rewarding in our young
lives. We kept no secrets from each other; we shared joys, hopes and troubles; we were
almost always united in our sentiments, counseled each other; and engaged in long
discourses.. We were rarely at variance; we saw the same shows and liked and disliked
the same people. Most of all, she was kind and thoughtful. I must confess that Zoe was a
better judge of character than I. I benefited from her sagacity when it came to human
relationships. During one vacation in the year that she was at Cambridge, we went off
together to see London and sought accommodation in the City together.

Market Square

I preferred to go with Zoe than with Kusuma, who was from Ceylon, because I did not
want to compound my agony with that of a fellow sufferer who would face the same
discrimination I did. I sought shelter behind Zoe‟s white presence to avoid the
embarrassment of being denied lodging by those racist landladies in London of whom
there were so many in my time. As the first year at Cambridge neared its close, it became
clear that I had found a friend for life.
Cambridge is an unforgettable experience because I jumped out of the well in which I
had been living for twenty-five years and became a citizen of the world. Young women
from nine countries were living in Whitstead. Often they were equally divided in their
outlook and sentiments. When Faiza‟s father‟s passed away in Egypt and her grief
seemed inconsolable because she could not go for his funeral, we were at her side to give
comfort, provide consolation and many shoulders to weep upon. She was crying like a
little child, just as I might have done under similar circumstances. To divert her mind
from a heart-rending experience, I urged her to go to a fair where there was food and fun.
We walked about the fairground, Faiza and I holding each other‟s hands as if we were
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siblings. In those days the word “gay” meant being joyous and lively, not licentious
sexual orientation that now impedes supportive physical contact by unrelated people of
the same sex. When Ruth‟s father passed away in Canada, we did not hear a whimper. I
could not express my sympathies not knowing how to when she appeared to be no more
affected by the event than the rest of us. Angela explained that in the western tradition
grief is an intensely private experience and often unshared with even close friends.
I recall an event that shows conflicts that are bound to arise when young people of
different temperament and cultural background are housed together. “W” shared the third
floor with Zoe and me. You heard W before you saw her because she stomped on the
hardwood floor overlaid with thin carpet. In those days as I now do, I practiced Indian
customs, one of which was burning incense wands before a small statue of Buddha. The
fragrance from burning incense seeped under the door and wafted along the hallway
outside my room arousing W‟s curiosity. She walked in to inquire and finding out the
cause declared rather brutally,
“I suppose you must use that stuff to dispel the smell of urine within homes and streets in
India.”
Her thoughtless remark dispelled the fragrance of incense I had been enjoying as if a gust
of putrid air suddenly invaded the room. Feelings of sadness swelled my heart to bursting
point. I was also enraged she had the audacity to make that pronouncement in my room
and defile the spiritual atmosphere of a faraway temple I had created within.

.
A Statue of the Buddha

I kept cool either because I was too stunned to remark or did not know how to respond to
that demonstration of incivility or did not come from a culture of contention. My
upbringing had not led me among those whose unrestrained talk made me feel
uncomfortable. If such prejudice prevailed in the minds of the lowest of the English, I
would have attributed it to a lack of knowledge, but from her it was inexcusable. I was
surprised to hear it from someone who had gained admission to Cambridge University. I
glared at her in dead silence, turned around without a word, and she withdrew. After her
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retreat, I hurt more because I had let her leave without rebuke or sanction. My run-in with
W worried me for days. To the pressure of pending examinations was added the hostility
of someone with whom I shared the dwelling, like having a boa hidden somewhere
within my domain, waiting to constrict. To make me feel better and assure that W was an
exception, Ruthie, always so sweet, sensitive and comforting, said,
“Don‟t fret over her thoughtless remark. I‟m sure didn‟t mean it as an insult. She is from
M, perhaps from a working class background. In her mind and few like her, the sun has
not yet set on the British Empire.”
My response was an avenging smile. In my time, Cambridge had already widened its
admissions standards to include bright students from both public and grammar schools.
Students from all walks of English life were attending the University in my time, whereas
before it had been rather exclusive. Most English students like Angela (Whitstead) and
Patricia and Geraldine (undergraduates of Newnham) were so friendly; in their company
and because of their kind and tender ways, I was happy. Patricia invited me to meet her
parents who lived in London; for tea that afternoon, her mother served among other
delicacies, the first cheesecake I ever ate. During that first winter Angela invited me to
spend a weekend with her in her parent‟s home in Brighton, Sussex. Imagine my surprise
to be awoken in the morning on the day after I arrived by Angela bearing a laden tray. I
had breakfast in bed! I went to Brighton one more time, in my third year in Cambridge in
Faiza‟s company, to attend Angela‟s wedding. She married a fellow student who later
became Dean of a School in the University of Stirling. My daughter visited and even
stayed with the Smith family when she toured Scotland. Faiza‟s joyful disposition
infected all of us who lived in Whitstead. All those who resided at Whitstead liked Faiza
because she was good natured and sincere. She smiled a great deal and chuckled even
more. Anything we did or say to her brought a response of spontaneous laughter. It was a
belly-filling laugh you heard from a man and seldom from a woman. Upon hearing her
laughter ring along the hallways, my heart also filled with joy that I could not always
account for. Faiza was as professional as a doctor ought to be; yet lively, sweet and
sincere as you would desire in a friend. Cambridge was a small and enlightened outpost
in a predominantly racist society. The prejudice that W demonstrated by her thoughtless
remark prevailed almost everywhere outside Cambridge, but rarely within.
There are no fixed characteristics to a university. Therefore, it is appropriate to hark back,
from time to time, and see it as it used to be in order to have a better understanding of the
evolutionary process that created the present cluster that we know as University of
Cambridge. Autobiographical accounts must be identified in the photography, one
descriptive and the other pictorial, one reinforcing the other, to see variations in student
life, surrounding society, and habitat at different times, all of which define a period that is
perhaps vastly different from that in which the reader lives. In such accounts the past is
recreated, sometimes in sharp detail, converting memories that repose in a mind into
scenes, characters and action. But some things do not change or change very slowly or
even imperceptibly, the climate, for example.
Changing seasons was new and exhilarating for someone from a small tropical island
where there are no seasons and no range between day and night temperatures.
I went to Cambridge in late August when trees and bushes were of deep green color.
There were several things that kept me from becoming bored during the daily commute
on foot. One was the Newnham Gardens, among the loveliest in Cambridge (the loveliest
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was Clare) because the Principal of Newnham, Ruth Cohen, was an avid gardener who
spent long hours making it look beautiful. If you walked across Newnham Commons,
between Whitstead and Newnham in my time, you may have seen a scruffy looking
woman you thought was the gardener. No, that was the Principal of Newnham College in
my time! She did lighter chores involved in gardening: helping to trim bushes, gathering
seed pods, weeding flower beds and even adding mulch. She was esteemed as a woman
of great erudition, but she found time to bend over the flowerbeds without concern for
appearance or fingernails. When I saw her in that garden, she had laid aside the dignity of
her office to do those mundane tasks that the gardener usually did. By the simple life she
led, she exemplified the value of „simple living and high thinking‟. From her I learned the
dignity that attaches to menial labor.

A College Garden

Beneath a spreading tree there was a large rectangular pit deeper and wider than any
grave, into which shredded leaves, weeds, cuttings and twigs were dumped. As the refuse
pulverized, it gave off steam that rose from the site as if a fire was smoldering within. It
drew my curious attention. I would stand by sometimes, watching the mulch being turned
over with a long rake by the gardener; that too was part of my learning experience in
Cambridge, how to garden in methodical and scientific fashion, unlike how father did it
back home.
Zoe said to me,“Wait until the first day of frost. The leaves on those trees will turn into
rich shades of red, gold, yellow, and brown overnight. The Russians call it Rooskha.”
Perhaps it was early in November that the first freeze descended upon Cambridge. Those
gorgeous Chestnut trees along Sidgewick Avenue excited my fancy more than any other;
they turned color almost overnight and glowed like gold and bronze parchment. In the
best of autumnal days the sun shone in the blue sky, its rays glowed upon the leaves
burnishing them in rich gold, copper and bronze tones. I am sure that I saw more beauty
while walking to and from lectures than those who whisked past me on their bicycles.
To keep my mind from thinking about the ordeal of the daily trudge, I walked slowly
under those trees. Through gaps in the canopy, sun‟s rays fell like molten gold upon the
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sidewalk. Because I live in a place where there are no chestnut trees, they seem even
more beautiful now, in recall. I do not think they grow in Iowa. Squirrels in Cambridge
were of bronze-red color unlike the American variety. They were gorgeous to see up
there, poised on the branches of the chestnut trees holding their tails up high like flag
posts and feasting on nuts, while the wind, with sinister intent, rustled the leaves.
Autumn along Sidgewick Avenue was colorful; the palette of color chosen by the season
was predominantly of copper tones. “Enjoy those beautiful sights while you can; soon
they‟ll be gone,” Zoe said. Even though I knew not then what she meant, I collected the
most colorful and slipped them between the pages of irrelevant books. My second
impression of autumn was seasoned with a big dose of sadness. Sometimes, on a rare day
when the sky was blue and the sun shone golden, I stood by the open window in the
Clough Common Room or in my own room in Whitstead looking upon the gardens
matted with a thick layer of fallen leaves.

Autumn in Cambridge

Those still left on the trees were in various stages of decay, waiting as it were for
stronger rain and a more furious wind to blow and knock them down. The changing
attire of the trees held so much of my attention in that first year.
Talk about attire and a funny incident comes to mind. I used to wear a pair of red nagrai
shoes with gold design that tapered to an upward curling point in front. At home C, my
older sister, would make fun of me whenever I wore them; she addressed me as „Your
Highness, the Maharani of Baroda‟. Because they were comfortable for walking, I wore
them often in Cambridge. One day I was standing in line in the Cambridge post office to
buy stamps; on my feet were those shoes and behind me a little boy holding his mother‟s
hand. He was intrigued by my appearance; he could not take his eyes off my attire. In the
recall of that incident, I hope the post office was not as quiet as I thought it was. While I
stood waiting impatiently for my turn to buy those stamps, I heard a child‟s voice, loud
and clear,
“Funny slippers, aren‟t they?”
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The mother‟s face turned red; she scolded the little boy for being rude and asked him to
say he was sorry to the “nice lady‟.
Under duress he muttered an almost inaudible, “Sorry”
The undiminished boy stood at his mother‟s side looking up at me, watching silently and
intently, and then moments later, in a much louder voice said,
“Funny lady, isn‟t she?”
The smile vanished from the mother‟s face. I wish I could have told her that her son was
developing a vocabulary and “funny” was perhaps the word most recently acquired. He
was likely to use it often. In his head, the word perhaps meant “all things new and
strange”. Compared to the diet of meat, Brussels sprouts and mashed potato, Moglai
biryani and balti lamb would look and taste funny to him as well as to his mother. How
was he supposed to react to the first sighting of someone in such voluminous garment:
swathed in six yards of cloth and sporting unusual footwear? The historical annals of Sri
Lanka record an incident of soldiers reporting to their king that strange men who ate
stone and drank blood were frolicking on beaches outside the fortified kingdom. The
Portuguese who invaded Ceylon in 1505 lived on a diet of dry brown bread, washing it
down with plenty of red wine!
In the Cambridge Post Office, on yet another occasion, Sally found out that she and I
shared a similar historical experience. We were standing together in line to buy airmail
stamps: she to the United States and I to Ceylon. The man behind the counter quoted me
the rate for airmail letters to Ceylon.
Sally inquired, “And how much does it cost to send an air letter to the States?”
Without a moment‟s reflection, he declared,
“It‟s the same rate to all former British colonies, madam.”
The rains came and the decay of leaves on the ground began. The crunch beneath my feet
turned into a slosh. The long stretch of sidewalk outside Newnham College was matted
with soggy leaves; fearful of its slippery surface, I slowed the pace of my commute. The
wind too impeded my progress. It often blew with fitful force more than was necessary to
dislodge the leaves still left on those trees. My sari fluttered out and looped behind me,
but unlike a sail it did not facilitate horizontal movement; rather, its billowing volume
weighted me down. The word “autumn” does not communicate the full impact of the
seasonal change that happens toward the end of summer as well as the word “fall”. Fall
suggests the consequences of the seasonal change far better. I watched the leaves fall to
the ground in swirling and whirling showers in those wind gusts. My eyes were
sometimes fixed on apples fallen under trees, a feast for worms. Later, as I surveyed the
ever-changing appearance of trees, and listened to the wind mourning through the long
bare branches, I was affected by feelings of desertion, loneliness and even of
homelessness as if the roof over my head was blown off, exposing me through those
gaping fissures overhead to the elements; there was nothing up there to protect me from
sun and rain. The wondrous autumn scenery along Sidgewick Avenue became a memory
lodged in my mind. I recalled Margaret, the little girl to whom Gerard Manley Hopkins
wrote the poem, Spring and Fall. He used the occasion for philosophical commentary:
“It is the blight that man was born for,
It is Margaret, you mourn for.”
I found comfort in the doctrine of Buddhism, Anichawatta Sankhara, a phrase that
translates into,
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“All living things are transitory”.
In the contemplation of such thoughts, I became as miserable as the dreary weather.
There was rarely an evening of twilight when I walked back to Whitstead. The wind, the
gray skies and the rain sagged my spirits.
There were no more colorful leaves under those trees to add to my collection to later see.
Even so I had collected so many things, feathers, twigs, leaves, pressed flowers, stones,
souvenirs and books, to take home with me. Kusuma, a friend from Ceylon who was, I
believe, in her third year, said,
“You‟ll have to charter a ship”
Under the cold November rains, flowers too disappeared. Each cruel day brought more
sad sights. There were no flowers in the Newnham Gardens to admire as I strolled past;
no soft breezes to caress my face or whisper endearments as I trudged back in the evening
after a long day in the library; the sun had already sunk and my mind was distracted by
the cold wind that blew fitfully. The annuals had been dug out, seedpods collected and
bulbs already buried to bloom in spring, Miss Abbott explained. From her I learned about
two varieties of flowering plants, annuals and perennials: the former like dahlias and
pansy were planted in spring when the danger of frost was past, and perennials like
asters, chrysanthemums, and certain varieties of sunflower were trimmed or pruned for a
better flush in spring. I told her that every flowering plant in Ceylon was a perennial. I
contrasted the ease of gardening in my own country where there were no seasonal
changes with hardships to overcome in Cambridge because of them. I reflected upon the
unceasing care involved in rotation and restoration: leaves to rake and haul away in
tarpaulins, flower beds to dig, fertilize, mulch and re-plant; lawns to re-seed, and mow.
Gardening in Cambridge seemed to me like the pain of Sisyphus, the greedy king,
condemned to roll uphill a stone that rolled down, again and again. In Cambridge, how
swiftly, efficiently and scientifically the many tasks were accomplished! How gorgeous
the University Botanical Gardens situated somewhere close to Lensfield Road; so well
laid out and painstakingly cared for! Many trees I saw there looked ancient as if they
were planted in medieval times; perhaps they were. I wondered whether father was a
careless gardener because the climate made him so. Contrast between trees I saw in my
homeland and those I saw in Cambridge made me also wonder whether the latter were
more alive and alert and more sensitive to environmental events than the former? With
each passing season trees changed appearance like some fashion conscious debutante
changing attire to accommodate her vanity and enhance the viewing pleasure of the
audience before whom she paraded. Trees in Ceylon wore one set of clothes like poor
folk in the country; but unlike them, those evergreens were also gorgeous!
In the new season of cold winds and freezing rain, the red berries on the holly bushes
stood out in the landscape dominated by evergreens. Never before had I seen any except
on Christmas cards. Nights grew longer, flowers vanished and so did all the leaves on
deciduous trees; all around me were dead trees standing, as if a blight had fallen on those
trees. Back home, thinking they were blighted, we would have chopped them down.
Naked trees, withered flower stalks, brown grass, sun hidden for the most part of each
short day behind thick gray clouds that drizzled almost all the time, and mournful winds
were the sights and sounds of a full-blown Cambridge winter.
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Full-blown Cambridge Winter

Another sharply defined contrast between Cambridge and my own country was the
change I observed between night and day. In winter, even at four in the afternoon when
the sun ought to have been shining in the sky above, it had sunk in the west; it was
already dark. In Ceylon, the twenty fours of each day were almost evenly divided
between day and night throughout the year. In Cambridge, students of Newnham College
wore their gowns earlier in the afternoon, whenever they went out, because it grew darker
much sooner. Streets were lighted; and cars had their headlights turned on in early
afternoon. Even in the morning when I got up at seven as I usually did, it was still dark
outside. Dawn was just beginning to break during the trek across the commons from
Whitstead to the Newnham library. The air was chilled and sky often overcast. Even
when the sun shone in the cold, cold sky, I shivered from those bitter winds that blew
with such force. In that first year in Cambridge, I understood the full meaning of the
opening lines from a poem by R.L Stevenson I had recited like a parrot in my childhood:
“In winter I get up at night and dress by yellow candle-light;
In summer, it‟s quite the other way; I have to go to bed by day.”
I did not like to go outside alone after dark. The lights from Whitstead shone through
windows partially filling the surrounding garden, but as I walked further toward
Newnham, it was dark and scary. The beautiful gardens were beyond recognition, all
black. Quite often, there was nothing to see on either side or in the sky above, because
everything was further obscured by haze of the thin drizzle that never seemed to cease. In
the distance I could see faint lights in Clough Hall and hastened in that direction without
taking my eyes off shadows advancing toward me, getting closer and closer, scarier and
scarier, until I recognized them as people I knew.
It was so cold that Sally, I believe it was who wore a nose-guard like a circus clown: a
blue-green woolen cap shaped like her nose to which was attached strings on two sides.
They were tied together at the back of her head. What a sight that was! But her nose was
well protected against frostbite as she rode about Cambridge on her bicycle. Frostbite was
a health hazard I saw for the first time. Those who rode their bicycles in the freezing cold
sometimes returned home with reddened face; despite the liberal application of lotions,
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they molted like snakes! In every direction I looked the scenery was comfortless.
Sometimes I walked in the steadily falling rain with my sari held high up above the
ankles with one hand, a bag of books notched at the elbow, and the other hand holding a
black umbrella over my head.
Every morning there was quite a spread on the breakfast table at Whitstead: toast, butter,
margarine, jam, hot cereal, often oatmeal cooked with prunes, and bacon, sausage and
eggs for those who wanted a full English breakfast, all prepared and served by dear Mrs.
Milne; a girl came over each morning from the Newnham kitchen to assist. The other
meals of the day were served in Clough Hall. The vegetarian fare at lunch and dinner
were plain, improvised in the last minute, and therefore lacking appeal or taste or variety.
British ruled India for over one hundred and fifty years. The vast sub-continent offers the
best of vegetarian cuisine as diverse as the people of India themselves; the variety is
nourishing as well as tasty: vegetarian dishes made with clarified butter (ghee), yogurt
and paneer (cottage cheese). Indian cuisine is a delightful experience for everyone
because spices used to create unique flavors challenge our taste buds and enhance taste.
The nutritional content of some vegetarian dishes is so good that meat lover‟s also
welcome Indian vegetarian cuisine. However, I saw none of it at Cambridge; neither did I
see any Chinese or Mexican cuisine. Western Europe was as far out as the cooks in the
kitchens of Newnham College ventured during my time. I wished they asked me how to
rig up a palatable dish for vegetarians. At the time my culinary expertise was severely
circumscribed, and yet I could have shown the cook how to make tarka dhal curry or
pathak paneer, staples of Indian vegetarians! Quite often, I was served the same main
course prepared for those who ate meat and fish. The cooks often forgot Sneha, another
vegetarian, and me. I do not know how many vegetarians there were at Newnham in
those days; not a whole lot judging by how often we were overlooked by those who
planned the daily menu. Perhaps their purpose was to promote a mood of asceticism also
in vegetarians through austere culinary service; more like despair was how Sneha and I
felt. In those days there were au pair girls waiting upon the tables. It became their
responsibility to run back to the kitchen and tell the cook of the serious omission. While
everybody else became absorbed in eating meat, potato, carrots and beans, Sneha and I
sipped water. It took a long time for the cook to improvise the vegetarian entrée: cheddar
cheese on toast, with big helpings of mashed potato and boiled carrots or beans on the
side. On some days, perhaps when a lesser cook took over the last minute concoction of
the vegetarian entree, our two plates arrived with toast on cheese! One day the cook came
to our table to tell us that meat broth was the base of the vegetable soup! Thereafter,
survival became the impelling thought as we chose courses to eat or not to eat. But how
delicious the remembered taste of the desserts! It was always a vast improvement upon
our main course. I long for gooseberry fool served with a blob of cream; uniquely
Cambridge, I suppose, because I have not had it since!
Meals in College gave many opportunities to make new friends and talk intellectually to
those I already knew. It was a gathering place of budding philosophers, mathematicians,
linguists, criminologists, economists, theologians, agnostics, who described, discussed
and debated while dining in Hall. The conversations generally referred to the events of
the day or focused on a goodly array of intellectual topics. How solemnly each expressed
her ideas to keep the conversation flowing like a river; many listened. I broke in when I
thought I had something worth saying, which was often not much. I listened, most of the
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time, to those who had the power to say things that were worth listening to. I was most
voluble when the topic focused on social or political theory. Few liked to argue loudly
and vigorously; sitting among them and listening silently to their debate, I learned how to
and how not to debate. Chance mention or allusion to a book read, a movie seen, or
recital heard by someone, prompted others who also shared that experience to contribute
their thoughts and an earnest conversation rich in substance and even philosophic content
ensued. Sometimes they talked endlessly about trivial things, such as a brief encounter
during the day, or told a long story about a short travel; and I learned a thing or two about
writing a thesis from them. How exciting it was to enter into conversations with or listen
to so many bright students, perhaps among the brightest in Britain and elsewhere, an
experience I might not have if I had not dined in College. From those students I also
learned about the cultural events sponsored by the various Colleges, „must see‟ shows in
town, classic movies shown in the movie theaters, like Satyajit Ray‟s Trilogy, dance
recitals by the famous from around the world, displays of exotic arts and crafts of
different countries, operatic performances, and last but not the least, the truly entertaining
and funny show put on every year by the students of Cambridge University, Footlights.
Occasionally, during dinner, someone would invite me to have tea in her room on the
following day; that is how I struck a long-lasting friendship with Geraldine. How much
poorer I would be without memories of Geraldine who I met in Clough Hall. A couple
years later, when my daughter was born in London, Geraldine traveled down from
Birmingham to London to visit the baby and me!
The sighting of the first snowfall was a night I shall always remember. When the first
snow of the season began to fall, even those who had seen snow all their lives shared my
excitement. They were outside my room knowing that the experience was a novel one for
me. It was about seven o‟clock in the evening. We all ran downstairs and in the fading
dusk outside our living room, I saw my first snow. It bore the likeness of a shower of
breadcrumbs; crumb upon crumb, floating down straight or wafted about by gusting
wind, visible against the dark sky only because the light from within the room
illuminated a spectacle I had never before in my life seen. It was a historical moment in
my life.
“I see it! I see it!” I shouted, greeting the sighting almost deliriously. “It‟s like a shower
of breadcrumbs.”
“That‟s how it begins; soon it will fall thicker and faster. By tomorrow the ground will be
covered with a thick blanket of snow; and all the ugliness in the street and sidewalks you
want to sweep away will lie concealed beneath a white blanket. It is a lovely sight,” said
someone.
The following morning, when I stepped out of Whitstead, I wore boots with thick woolen
socks to protect feet; hands were covered with mittens, and pants worn under the sari to
keep my legs warm. I realized that I could not stride along anymore, I had to trudge
lifting one embedded foot and then the other to walk across the Newnham Common.
There was so much snow on the ground in every direction, and on trees and bushes. The
flowerbeds along the edge of buildings were submerged in several inches of drifting
snow; rather beautiful to look at, but a difficult terrain to walk upon. However, there was
evidence many had already walked upon it judging by the many prints left behind: large
dots and dashes, sunken snow along a trail in the shape of chicken feet and other faint
trails of strange paw-prints; many were moving across the field toward College, as I was
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doing; others toward bushes and trees, where they stopped abruptly. I figured they
belonged to little nocturnal critters. Hopping, gliding, sprinting, tiptoeing, and stomping
on the snow those critters had pursued their nocturnal lives, leaving impressions behind.
I had no clue to what critter each set belonged. But there was excitement enough
following a few trails to see where they led. Many converged on one stop under a tree
and that was where I went. But whatever it might have been, they had cleared the vicinity
of even a speck of the feast that probably brought them all together. The snow too had
been cleared in that spot by their concerted activity. Excitement, adventure and pleasure
from the first snow experience were short-lived because the climate became even windier
and colder. Winter came with a vengeance, its intensity and duration made everybody
miserable. In that first winter when my body was still unaccustomed to cold temperature,
often well below freezing, I was sleeping under seven woolen blankets that Mrs. Milne
thoughtfully supplied! I was in Cambridge at a time when central heating had not been
installed in many residences including Whitstead; there were no shower stalls either. Hot
water flowed from the faucets into the bath or washbasin in the bathroom and each room
was equipped with a gas fire and meter; at a cost of many shillings we could heat our
rooms.

“…..leaving their impressions behind”

I rarely put shillings into the meter because the idea of buying heat was alien to me. Zoe,
who came from Finland, also complained how cold it was. Why, we asked her, did she
complain when it must snow more frequently and with greater intensity in Finland? Was
it not colder in Finland than in England, we also asked?
“Perhaps” she answered. “But we don‟t suffer from the cold in Finland because our
houses are centrally heated.”
I did not know what central heating was then. All I saw in Whitstead and Newnham were
those radiators along the corridors and hallways of buildings often too hot to touch
because hot water from a central boiler was circulating through. Few new buildings like
the Marshall Library of Economics were always comfortably warm and there were no
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radiators to be seen anywhere; but I did not know then that it was because they were
centrally heated.
Every night, before I went to bed in winter months, I scrubbed the bath, filled it with
warm water to immerse my body up to my chin as Zoe did, but unlike her not for the
purpose of cleansing my body, rather to warm it before hopping into bed! Talk about
cultural constraints: when I first arrived in London, and stayed one night at the Methodist
International House, I did not use the bath as others did for the purpose it was designed. I
could not immerse my body in a tub that others also used. Instead, since there were no
shower stalls, I bathed as I did by a well in Ceylon, pouring water over head and body
with a bowl while squatting within the tub! I continued the practice in Whitstead until
winter came; thereafter, driven by the imperative to keep warm at night, I learned to use
the bath for the purpose it was designed.
I lived frugally; rarely lit the gas fire in my room. I found a good way of obtaining heat
without cost. Sometimes, I waited in the library until Faiza returned from Addenbrook
Hospital in the evening. Zoe and I went down to her room because she fed the gas meter,
without grudge. She always had in her room a jar full of shillings. Faiza had a large heart,
a radiant smile that was so welcoming. She was a medical doctor from Egypt doing
research on Leukemia for the doctorate degree. Zoe and I listened to Faiza rattling away,
mostly about innocuous things. We knew that she was unwinding after a busy day in the
Hospital. I recall one day at Eva Smith House when she returned home from Hospital and
gave me a huge box of chocolates that she did not want to see or eat, she said.
“It‟s a present from the parents of a child who is a patient of mine,” she explained.
She loved the little girl and could not bear to see her wasting away from disease. Several
days later, she came back from the hospital looking most distraught. Her little patient had
succumbed to an illness that was ravaging her body.
Sometimes, when the weather was bad, we three did not walk across the Newnham
Common for dinner at Clough. Instead, we sat around the fire that glowed brightly on the
hearth, roasted marshmallows and feasted on toasted crumpets lathered with butter and
dotted with pickles; we also ate bread rolls that Faiza had bought on the way back home
from the hospital; I usually supplied the crumpets and pickles and Zoe, the dessert:
Danish pastry from a bakery in town and oranges she had bought in the Market Square.
I went to the Market Square often because it reminded me so much of a market place in
Ceylon; the quaint stores- Eaden Lilley and Ryder & Ames are the only two I now
remember- closing in on all sides upon the hard surface of roads still paved in
cobblestone, pedestrians dogging cyclists, and cyclists swerving in every direction to
avoid pedestrians; and right there in the center of the square were the stalls of the many
vendors functioning as they had in centuries gone by. They were features of a landscape
that had not changed over hundreds of years! Cambridge was quaint because developers
had not yet taken over the re-structuring and re-building of that dear City. How
heartbreaking to see, during recent visits to Cambridge, the environment defiled by a
Pizza Hut and McDonalds! Progress is encroaching upon the city I used to know as
Cambridge. Impatience with the old, whether of people or habitat, will have an adverse
effect on the quaint beauty of Cambridge, as I knew it. Colleges along the Backs that
were freely accessed in my time have brought their shutters down; access to those
glorious buildings must now be bought, a wise move to prevent tourists stomping through
Colleges along the Backs where students live and study.
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Shops along Market Street

I watched changes that winter brought with a kind of desperation because my commute
became more difficult. During the day I wore a pair of thick gray woolen socks Ruthie
had given me. When she saw how often I used the first pair she gifted, she made me
another! It was of unique design she had thought up: separation between the big toe and
the adjoining to accommodate the design of the sandals I wore. In winter I either crossed
an ice field to Clough Hall of Newnham College at mealtime or walked along even icier
sidewalks of Sidgewick, Mill Lane, Andrew‟s Street and even beyond for daily lectures
or some other purpose. Many rode their bicycles to and from those sites, while I, one of
few pedestrians, trailed far behind, my locomotion further hampered by the sari I then
wore, cumbersome attire during the daily commute on foot in winter weather, particularly
when it rained or snowed and six wet yards weighted me down. Fortunately, the Marshall
Library of Economics was located almost across the street from Newnham College. I
used it more than University Library to which I would have to walk a great distance. But
for the most part, I used the Newnham Library because Clough Hall where I lunched and
dined was across the hallway. In the Newnham library, I even left books I did not want to
carry back and forth in „my‟ carrel, and because few students used the Newnham library
in those days, rarely if ever did anyone disturb them.
Cambridge, some said, was exposed during the winter months to the bitter cold
continental winds that blew all the way from Siberia, while others said those were winds
that came down from the Artic. Whichever direction they came from, perhaps both, the
outcome was frigid. A day in that first winter was one to remember; the mercury
plummeted overnight causing a phenomenon described by those who were familiar with
such events as hoar frost. Old timers told me that they could not remember a winter as
severe as the one in my first year. The morning of the hoar frost my room was icy cold.
Slowly and reluctantly, I got down from bed, fed a shilling into the meter, lighted the fire
and hopped back into bed until the room warmed up. Then a reluctant trip to the toilet
was followed by a quick change from night attire to more appropriate dress for the outing
I was soon to make. Casting my flannel pajamas aside, I donned a pair of long woolen
pants under the sari. A cardigan, the Newnham scarf and the red woolen coat completed
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the ensemble. Beyond my diamond-studded windowpane, a thousand prisms of light
sparkled. Out there in the garden, branches arched over; they were gleaming and beaming
like chandeliers. After eating a slice of toast and the bowl of almost sizzling hot porridge
and prunes that Mrs. Milne served for breakfast, I ventured outside wearing a brand new
pair of wool-lined boots I had recently acquired to cope with winter weather. Before I
left, dear Mrs. Milne said,
“Enjoy it while you can, dear; tomorrow it‟ll be gone.”
Scenery I saw that day in Cambridge, I have seen only once again in the last forty-plus
years. Dew drops on telephone lines, weather vanes, on branches, twigs and boughs, and
the few lingering leaves on trees, on pine needles and holly berries, on towers and church
spires, on barbed wire fences and wherever else dew might settle upon, had frozen
overnight. On the following morning when the sun shone in the cold blue sky, it
transformed the landscape into a white ethereal Wonderland . I stood there with so many
others, gazing up at those trees for a long time, surveying the scenes before my stunned
eyes, and so did everyone else; some expressing wonder to even strangers in their midst.
It seemed as if there was a contagion in the cold air that produced camaraderie of a
support group among the spectators. I suppose it is a habit that comes naturally to people
who are overcome by the magnificence of nature. The winter landscape I saw was
composed of outdoor things in different geometric shapes and sizes, glittering like
precious jewels in the morning sun.

A Winter Wonderland

Overhead, icicles hung down from silver eaves like delicate diamond bracelets; and dew
on the lawns had frozen into million points of scintillating light. In the frigid cold the
caps on bottles of milk left on the doorstep of Whitstead by the delivery service popped;
milk forced through the top did not spill on to the ground, freezing instead to look like
lily-white mushroom caps. So many things were falling into place; winter scenery I saw
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in Cambridge that frigid morning was as Shakespeare described; it was another moment
of awakening:
When icicles hang by the wall,
And Dick, the shepherd, blows his nails,
And Tom bears logs into the hall,
And milk comes frozen home in pail.
The whole town was astir; people were walking about outdoors not minding the ice cold
air that ordinarily would have driven them indoors. The hoar frost sent a gush of
energizing air through my veins also. There were crowds everywhere. I sauntered among
those who appeared to know best, and went where they went. Cameras started clicking;
and I recorded those images in my mind. The river Cam had frozen over, solid as a sheet
of granite rock. To show its holding power someone had driven a car across the river. It
lay abandoned in the center where, in summer, only punts and boats navigated. I was sure
it was the work of a prankster, and hoped the owner would retrieve it before the river
thawed. Many more things, shoes, bicycles and tires; cans, bins and lids were scattered
along the river perhaps by an investigative mind, poised with pen in hand to write which
item sank first as the river thawed. A crowd had also gathered by the bridge over the Mill
Pond (probably a busy mill once flourished where a store rented punts in my time). Idle
punts were snow bound along the edge. At that spot, the Cam flows over rocky terrain
that you do not see elsewhere; ice almost a foot thick lay upon the rocks like frosting on
chocolate cake; the river flowed beneath gushing through breaks, spilling over ledges in
white splendor, and the effervescent spray glittered like diamonds. .
I walked back along Silver Street toward Newnham Terrace and then toward the Fen.
There was hardly any green on trees I knew as evergreens, holly, juniper, yews or
cypress; they were all clothed in white, flecked in silver, gold, yellow, orange and blueshimmering in rainbow color. Somewhere near Fen Causeway, there was a pond- a
nesting site of mallards; its transformation into an ice field was neither anticipated nor
understood by those poor birds. How heartbreaking to see them soar in the air and come
to grief in crash landing not knowing that the frozen surface would inflict deadly injury. I
watched, in anguish, the red trails injured birds left behind on the frozen white pond.
How I wished I knew bird language to caution them of its danger! The fishpond in the
Newnham Gardens also raised my concern. Seeing the water in the small pond frozen,
what became of the beautiful gold fish that swam in it, I asked? Miss Abbott clarified: the
water at the bottom of that deep pond does not freeze, she explained; the fish lived below
the ice swimming quite freely as fish do in the frozen Artic or Antarctica!
So biting the cold and unprecedented its effect, the pipes that brought water to Whitstead
(„Not buried deep enough to withstand such an unusual cold spell,‟ dear Mrs. Milne
explained) busted. We had no flowing water to perform our daily ablutions and shared
the austerity of water rations; each got a bucket of water to use for essential purpose,
however defined!
The following morning, a current of warmer air swept over Cambridge to erase the event
completely as if it had never happened. I heard the sounds of crackling and popping all
around me like nature popping corn in a huge microwave oven; I heard the sound as of
thunder in the distance. “A branch of a tree snapped,” someone explained. Then looking
up and around me, I saw trees being defrosted and ice melting into drips. A short while
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later, the beauty I saw less than twenty-four hours ago was totally obliterated. Another
undressing of trees occurred before my astonished eyes.
The Economics Department had informed me within weeks of my arrival in Cambridge
that I would have to sit for three papers at the end of the first year, tantamount to sitting
for Part III of the Economics Tripos, which is the undergraduate degree in Economics. Its
outcome would decide whether I would be allowed to proceed to the doctorate or a
master‟s or perhaps even neither. Would I make the grade at the end of that period and if
not, how humiliating to return home in disgrace and be looked down upon! Friends and
family would lose respect for me, I thought, and who would not prefer extinction rather
than face such humiliation? The pressure of a Cambridge education was so great that a
distraught few committed suicide. When such a calamity occurred, it was hushed, but
somehow the story leaked out, got whispered from ear to ear, until it screamed loudly in
mine.
It was an uphill struggle from the beginning; however, the indefatigable work ethic
inherited from mother gave courage and energized me to move on in the darkest of days.
I had the resolve to succeed and often reminded myself that genius is ninety-nine percent,
perspiration. A poem often quoted on the Indian sub-continent to motivate young people
came to mind.
“The heights that great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight.
But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward thro‟ the night.”
I slept little in that first year in Cambridge. Cambridge reinforced a discipline that still
survives. I was early to rise each morning and ready to go the library or lectures soon
after breakfast. Often, I walked briskly across the field to the Newnham library. Miss
Abbott, the College Secretary, joined me at breakfast because she too was an early riser.
Occasionally, R would saunter in still wearing a blue dressing gown over a nightdress,
and a lighted cigarette dangling from her lips; her appearance and action caused extreme
distress in Miss Abbott. Tilting her head toward her chest in regal manner and
summoning the most authoritative voice she could muster, she reminded R that smoking
was not permitted in the dining room, and students must also be properly attired. Despite
many such confrontations, R did not mend her ways. Her room, I believe, adjoined the
dining room. She waited until Miss Abbott left, and came in to grab a cup of coffee,
attired in her dressing gown and smoking a cigarette as before.
I steadfastly followed the same routine, from my room to the dining room at Whitstead
and from there to Newnham College library, day in and day out, except on those days
when I had a tutorial session with Miss Deane in the Economics Building, right across the
street from Newnham or went to lecture rooms in Mill Lane. More education was my
mission and I pursued it relentlessly. Never before in life did I toil so much, nor since. In
Cambridge there were many moments of joy, triumph and achievement, but many more
of fear and apprehension.
In that first year, I worked hard and lived a life of a recluse. Did I study! I studied in the
morning until lunchtime and after a quick lunch studied again until tea and then until
dinner and after dinner rarely slept before midnight, week after week, month after month,
for one long year. “Study” is the wrong word to use for my preoccupation. I was reading
every book, article and essay in the long reading list given at the beginning of each term
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by each professor. The references cited in each were also read if I thought they were
pertinent. I also took copious notes as I read them, the physical participation keeping me
awake. I followed Sir Francis Bacon‟s advice: I tasted some books, swallowed others and
a few I chewed and digested. It seems upon recall that the reading habit I cultivated in
Cambridge has served me well throughout life; in fact, I would rather be alone with a
good book. I have become a recluse who enjoys being one.
Miss Ivy Morris, the tutor for students who lived in Whitstead, periodically summoned
each to have a glass of sherry in her rooms at Newnham. Because of what transpired
during those encounters, we surmised that what we were doing in Whitstead did not
escape Miss Morris‟ watchful solicitude. Those of us who resided at Whitstead thought
she was omniscient! While engaged in social intercourse, she either reinforced our habits
by approval and praise or suggested a change of course. R who had a predilection for fun
was asked to hit the books because too much time appeared to be diverted from academic
pursuit. During our brief encounter, I respectfully declining the glass of sherry offered
and grabbing a fistful of nuts instead, she advised me to take a vacation. She suggested
that I go on the next British Council tour to Windsor Castle and Eton College, a week
away, a thought that had not entered my one-track mind. I cannot tell why, but I got the
impression that Miss Morris would be watching me.
To Windsor and Eton I went in Zoe‟s company in freezing cold weather, the first of many
British Council outings in the three years I spent in Cambridge. How we suffered on that
cold day when we both got down from the bus and waited outside to gain entry into
exclusive Eton! We were rubbing our noses and blowing our fingers to prevent frostbite;
we thought Eton was not worth the discomfort. However, when we later drove up to
Windsor Castle, it was a rewarding experience; so much to see and so many stories to
hear because of its long history; its existence was not owed to the vision of one monarch,
but a whole lineage going back to the Middle Ages. It was vast and impressive, the
largest of the many royal dwellings. The guide said that Windsor palace was unique
because British royalty have continuously inhabited it since times immemorial; no other
palace in Europe could boast of a similar experience. Because interest that tourists show
in a historical place is often linked to sensational events associated with it, he mentioned
that James I was imprisoned at Windsor and Charles I was beheaded elsewhere, but his
body with severed head was brought to the palace and buried in the chapel. On the day
we visited the palace, the Union Jack was flying high on the mast in the Round Tower;
therefore, we assumed the Queen was in residence. We pressed the guide for
confirmation, but he neither denied nor affirmed that it was so. I began to speculate on
the discomfort of living in that Palace during winter months and how much it would cost
to heat.
“Does the Queen‟s family occupy all that vast space? Would it not be too costly to heat
such a vast building in winter?” I asked.
Pointing to a small area of the sprawling palace, the guide said, “No, they occupy a small
flat up there. It is well furbished and ultra-modern.”
We walked through a vast dining hall that was used for official function. Another guide,
assuming that I was from India, whispered in my ear that every inch of the carpet that
covered the huge floor space, from wall-to-wall, was woven in India!
Miss Morris, like so many other Newnham dons, was elderly and unmarried. Newnham
fellows were all scholars in their respective fields of study. The abundant intellectual
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energy of those indefatigable ladies that might otherwise be spent on raising a family was
collectively harnessed to administer the College. How efficiently administered and how
quietly and smoothly those wheels moved! We, the students never felt that we were being
administered and yet, they were aware of events in each student‟s life. When my
dissertation needed revision and I, an extension of stay to accomplish it, before I could
walk across the road from the Marshall Library to Newnham College to make requests
and seek assistance, they already knew. Everything was set in place. All I had to do was
to focus on the job of thesis revision. Sometimes, when I was early for a lecture or a
tutorial session with Miss Phyllis Deane, my supervisor, I stopped before a picture
gracing the walls of the hallway between Clough and Porter‟s Lodge. I liked to alter in
my mind the grave and serious faces of those dons, jarring upon the joyful mood of those
who daily passed beneath, by inserting a smile to make them look less severe. I knew
though that they were competing in a man‟s world and must show expression
characterized by stern stricture, to make an impression. Those pictures on the walls of the
hallway paid a little tribute to administrators who gave unstintingly of their lives and
were as critical to the College‟s functioning then as Miss Cohen or Miss Morris or Miss
Deane and Miss Abbott, the College Secretary, were in my time.
The cold winter was over and the long awaited spring arrived, and how pleasure full the
surroundings became! The days became warmer and longer, skies bluer and gardens
greener.
„More beautiful than any I‟ve seen before because of the harsh winter during which we
got lots of snow,‟ explained Mrs. Cantell, a friend who lived at 2, Newnham Terrace. The
first flowers to burst through the thawing ground were the snowdrops and crocus. I
walked around Newnham gardens not knowing whither to look for the first flowers of
spring; another student showed me a few of each near the Principal‟s Lodge. The
snowdrops were pretty and appropriately named I thought; but the crocus were
unimpressive. However, the small blue flowering stalks were a joyful sight when there
were still patches of snow on the ground.

“A host of golden daffodils”
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The days were getting longer and warmer. The phenomenon of the ground freezing and
then thawing was strange to me. When it was frozen, the ground was hard as rock; I
could not dig it up even with a shovel.
In spring, Cambridge was transformed into a garden so beautiful that it seemed almost
miraculous. The English climate makes grass grow luxuriantly, flowers bloom profusely
and trees to bud and fruit abundantly. The gardens of Newnham are almost as beautiful as
the best of the other college gardens, not including Clare, of course. I might even describe
Cambridge in spring as a deeply personal and private experience. When I was alone I
marveled at things that to another might not have seemed so awesome. I took solitary
walks to see all those flowers that adorned so many sites. Daffodils bloomed along the
Backs, dwarfing the hyacinth that also bloomed there; perhaps there were “ten thousand”
at a glance. Rarely does one see a sight more beautiful than the Backs crowded with
daffodils, narcissus and jonquils against the backdrop of King‟s College Cathedral, the
finest and the most picturesque cathedral in the whole of England, and the quaint bridges
spanning the River Cam fringed by weeping willows. How gorgeous the branches of
those willows renewed by lightest green leaves, drooping alongside River Cam that
glides through the Backs! Spring produced magnificent sights to capture in my mind:
those daffodils, the Bridge of Sighs ornately carved in stone, Trinity Bridge framed
within weeping willows, Mathematical Bridge constructed in wood (not a nail to hold the
many parts together is another Cambridge legend), trumpet swans nesting under weeping
willows or convoying a parade of cygnets, mallards gobbling the feed that some people
scattered and so much more.
I walked toward Trinity following the habit of other sightseers. From a distance I saw two
rows of broad ribbon, one blazing red and the other lily-white, lining the walkway to
Trinity. When I came up close, I saw that they were borders of white tulips flanked by
many of red beneath the avenue of trees leading up to Trinity College. I walked toward
the fountain in Trinity courtyard. Never before had I seen it looking so lovely!
Easter term coincided with spring. We heralded spring but feared the term because it was
also examination time. Cambridge was so beautiful in spring that some students, I among
them, sought an isolated tree along the Backs, as far away as possible from the milling
throngs, there to study in midst of such awesome beauty. The air was pleasantly
perfumed by flowering lilac and lavender. How wonderful the feeling to see for the first
time those fragrant flowers that were in sachets or distilled in the perfumes I enjoyed
when I was growing up. Apple and cherry blossoms in fruit orchards were more beautiful
than I ever imagined them to be, laden with bloom along every leafless bough, an
irresistible venue for birds and bees and other pollinating insects. Sometimes, when I was
studying in the Whitstead garden, I set my books aside and watched a rabbit eating the
few precious flowers; it even hopped closer and closer to where I lay .There was a robin‟s
nest in a tree. Because it was built not too high up, perhaps to allow the baby birds to
fledge easily, I was able to see, standing on tip-toes, what was within the nest. There were
three blue eggs; later, I saw three ravenous fledglings being fed by the mother. I also
watched them fledge and fly away.
English are fabulous gardeners who love to garden themselves, unlike in the United
States where gardening as we know it has become a lucrative occupation, euphemistically
described as landscape architecture. Many homes I visited in Cambridge have a small
secret garden tucked away in the back for family members and close friends to enjoy.
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Ostentation and public display were uncommon among Cambridge residents in my time.
The first glimpse of a backyard garden was always a cause for amazement. By the
roadside, in front of the house, there was nothing to indicate that such a precious gem laid
in the back, away from public eye, enclosed on three sides by a tall luxuriant hedge
providing birds many nesting sites. Sometimes a quaint birdhouse hung from a shade
tree; a birdbath in the smaller gardens and a fountain in the larger; a sundial was also a
common sight; and a pergola or small gazebo in the midst to enhance its whimsical
appearance. At the end of a graveled walkway, there may have been an arbor and a
garden seat. Those secret gardens in homes of the dons I visited, John Sweet, Nicholas
Kaldor, Phyllis Deane, Ruth Cohen, among others, rise before my eyes as I hark back to
the pleasures of Cambridge. In some there were gorgeous flowerbeds. I saw delphiniums,
sweet-Williams, carnations, daisies, pansies, poppies, black-eyed Susan, or lilies and
many more variety that I did not recognize within a border of salvia, alyssum or low
boxwood immaculately trimmed. Wherever there was too much shade, violets and shadeloving primroses abounded. Almost always there were roses of many description;
lavender and lilac bushes perfumed the air most pleasantly. How fragrant those gardens
were! In some, there were one or more fruit trees, apples, cherry, quinces or pears. Chairs
and tables were grouped together on a patch of mowed lawn or within a gazebo. There,
family and friends gathered to enjoy high tea, an important social event in English homes.
The backyard garden was an extension of living space for use of family mostly; therefore,
shielded from public gaze.
Miss Christine Abbott, Secretary of Newnham College occupied the bedroom below
mine. A student from the Indian sub-continent was put in the room above because we
tread lightly, she told me later. In those days intellectual British tended to prefer those of
Indian heritage because the qualities they valued most in youth, especially women, they
observed in us. We were generally polite, talked softly, rarely opposed those in authority,
and were gentle in demeanor. We were instructed from a very young age to fall at the feet
of the guru who we honored, respected and obeyed as well as we did our parents and
priests. Characteristics in us that some view as weakness, Miss Abbott and others like her
saw as strengths they most admired. They also admired us because we were hardworking,
valuing education above almost all else. Most of all, we gave little or no trouble to
administrators because we followed rules and regulations, a necessary prerequisite for
smooth administration. I welcomed those perceptions as long as the attention I got did not
come with patronage and overbearing command.
Miss Abbott invited me to accompany her on a drive to the woods outside Cambridge
one Saturday in spring. She asked me to bring a friend along if I wanted to and I invited
Faiza. Miss Abbott said she would show us wild primroses of gorgeous color that
bloomed in early spring. Not having seen a wild primrose in my life, I accepted her
invitation eagerly even though the examination was only a few days away. We drove out
of town early in morning. She parked her car, a Morris Minor, by the road. When Faiza
saw what Cambridgeshire woodlands looked like from the outside, a never-ending stand
of trees, she opted to stay in the car. Miss Abbott led and I followed without fear into the
woods that did not look wild at all; there were no snakes, leopards, tigers or bears in
there. It was a lovely mid-morning in early spring when leaves on trees and bushes were
new, mostly of light green color and delicate texture. We walked under the canopy of
trees with eyes fixed on the ground, looking more closely in those areas where light came
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through fissures in the canopy above to light up the ground below; there we saw many
shade loving plants, mostly violets in abundance. We walked along a trail for a long
distance until it disappeared among mossy stones; but we did not have to scramble
through thickets or trip over rocks or get entangled in creepers. We were where I thought
wild things were likely to roam; but I did not see even a hare or any flowering trees like
lilac or ornamental cherry. There were no birds in the thicket or in vaulting trees above
our heads: no robins, no wrens, no magpies or blue jays, not even a crow!
I said,
“I think birds have a predilection to build close to human habitat. We inspire them to
defend territory with song; hares burrow and build within sight of our backyard gardens,
poised to feast upon the vegetables we grow!”
Miss Abbott countered. She said that we must dwell in the woods to see its many critters.
She said there were even foxes in those woods and hares that foxes feed upon.
“Foxes,” I asked.
“Hares also,” she said without addressing the concern I thought she might have detected
in my voice.
My small consolation was that Faiza, a medical doctor, was in the car just in case a
hungry fox accosted us. We walked together for at least a mile without the trail to guide
us on ground thick with fallen leaves. It seemed so silent and hushed as if only the dead
reposed in there, but then suddenly a rustle, bustle as a little thing fled from the
advancing foe. I froze in my track.
“Only, a squirrel,” said fearless Miss Abbott.
The squirrel knew not how scared I was of what lay hidden behind those rocks and trees.
Spirit voices in my head hissed greeting. We discovered uncommon things in few places.
Within nooks and crannies filled with rotting leaf, violets flourished. When I stopped to
pick a few, Miss Abbott cautioned,
“Don‟t uproot the plants; just the flowers only. We must leave them undisturbed to bloom
next season.”
I wondered aloud whether to break off twigs and branches and scatter them along the
path we were taking to ensure our safe return without getting lost like babes in the woods.
“No” said Miss Abbott quite firmly, aghast at the thought of my tearing off those tender
branches. But soon after I had expressed my concerns, she declared her intention of going
no further and I was relieved to hear her say so. She appeared to know the way back even
though we had ventured far from the trail in search of those elusive primroses and
daisies; there was few of either. We did not see even one flowering bush, but we saw
many common violets growing beneath the shade of trees.
“It‟s past flowering season; that‟s why we‟re seeing so few flowers. We should have been
here last week,” Miss Abbott explained somewhat apologetically.
Faiza was fast asleep in the car and I was glad Faiza had opted to stay by the roadside.
She might have made some indiscreet remark. But I did not mind not seeing the bounty
of wildflowers she promised to show in the woods because it was a delightful outing for
me. I had pleasure enough strolling through an English wood as safe as my backyard, a
novel experience about which I wrote home in a long letter to father. Years later when
Miss Abott had passed away I wrote,
Dear Miss Abbott, a word, a song or thing
Can restore memories that lie deep within.
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These golden primroses the power to restore
Events of forty-some years ago.
Drove to the woods to see the primroses of spring
And savor the joy their sighting s bring.
“Scoff not!” she said, “‟cos you see but one,
Marvel that its roots are driven among stone.”
The fragrant wood made my head reel;
But how joyous the ride home
On four bumpy wheels!
It was unfortunate that the best Cambridge had to offer by way of beautiful landscape
was in springtime when students were huddled in nooks and corners of home or library
studying for year-end examinations. Unlike in the United States, there was only one
examination at academic year-end and it was the closed-book variety. “Open- book”
examinations are an American invention that destroys retentive powers of the human
mind. In spring when nature was most bountiful and put on a splendid display, we were
indoors committing to memory all that we had learned during the three terms, Lent,
Michaelmas and Easter of the long academic year, to regurgitate in three-hour
examinations. The dining room of Clough Hall, its hallways and common rooms were
quiet, almost hushed by unspoken command; we were foregoing conversation because
there were oppressing things on our mind. My brain was saturated to bursting point. I told
Geraldine that I wanted to meet a student who was sitting for Part III of the Economics
Tripos in the Easter term, at the same time as I was writing those three examinations in
order to qualify. She introduced me to the best of them; one ranked so high that she was
sure to get a first.
“She is one of those who will set the standard,” Geraldine said.
I accepted her invitation to tea with excited interest. Nothing she said to me over tea and
biscuits betrayed the mind of the genius that she truly was, such a fine blend of kindness
and respect in her manner that would have elevated the spirit of anyone with whom she
came into contact. And suddenly, while talking to that modest and unassuming girl, it
seemed to me that my assignment was doable; I left her room hugging a delusion of a
standard somewhat comparable to hers, and with audacity to suppose that I belonged to
her category! Two days before the exam I told myself,
“That‟s it! There‟s nothing more I can do. I want to be done with it, no matter the
outcome.”
After the examinations I sought refuge in my room to go over in my mind the answers I
had written. I consulted my notebooks and lecture notes and they proved without a
shadow of doubt that what I had written was inconsequential and irrelevant compared to
what I had not. There was no doubt in my mind that I had flunked that examination. The
results were a week away. My constant worry showed itself plainly in my demeanor: my
voice was weak; I had lost my appetite for food; I seldom smiled and talked little. Those
changes did not escape the watchful eyes of Kusuma. To keep me from worrying too
much, she suggested a walk through Granchester meadows to The Orchard.
We walked along Millbrook Lane, passed through a stile and across fields not yet sown
with new crop. It was a long stretch of field with grazing cattle amidst. Suddenly, one
raised its head and lowed menacingly, perhaps to warn that we were trespassing too close
to its domain. We halted briefly to see whether it would come bounding after us. It did
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not. When we felt free of the menace, we breathed more easily and continued to walk
forward cautiously, ignoring the cattle, but mindful of the threat full pastoral scene
behind us until we reached our destination: The Orchard in Granchester.
There, we sat at one of many tables under apple trees, undisturbed; entertained by bird
song from a pair of robins in a nearby apple tree, we ordered tea and scones. That quaint
teahouse served hot scones with butter and jam. Feasting on those scones, I recalled the
works of the English war poet, Wilfred Owen, who once upon a time lived there. I recited
the only stanza I could recall from one of his war poems, perhaps the best he ever wrote:
“If in some smothering dreams you could pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in;
My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
To children ardent for some desperate story:
The old lie: Dulce et decorum est, pro patria mori.
Although a day earlier I would not have believed it possible, when the results were
announced I had passed the qualifying examination and crossed a major threshold. At that
moment, it almost seemed like the best day of my life so far. What joy that was to be
floating on cloud nine all day. I tried to recall all that I had seen and learned in the nine
months; most vividly those things I saw in real life in Cambridge I had seen only in
pictures before: meadows, moors, robins, wrens, larks, glade, glen, and hawthorn hedges,

The Orchard in Granchester

daffodils, tulips, primrose, lilac and lavender; gooseberry and raspberry, oak and
chestnut.
The climate, vegetation, birds and little critters, the food and people were all so different
from what I was used to so far in my young life. How exhilarating the intellectual
experience amidst such salubrious surroundings and how rewarding the outcome! How
exciting for the young woman who grew up in a sleepy town called Kandy in the hill
country of Ceylon, the tiny tear drop beneath the vast Indian sub-continent to have
cleared that first hurdle!
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During the long summer months, as the sun became brighter and bolder, the leaves on
trees deepened into darker and richer color. During those summer months when visiting
scholars were admitted to participate in workshops conducted by the University or its
Colleges, students had to vacate their rooms to accommodate those visitors. We also
emptied our rooms of all belongings that, in my case, had grown to a huge pile; mostly
leaves, pressed flowers, colorful stones, books and even a bone china tea set with
sunflower design that I bought from Eaden Lilley for one guinea! I left most of it in the
basement of Mrs. Cantell‟s home on Newnham Terrace, which brings to mind an incident
concerning a favorite lady I met in Cambridge. Mrs. Cantell was not associated with the
University, but I got to know her rather well when I went around Cambridge looking for
accommodation during vacations when Newnham threw us out. I supplied her with tea
from Ceylon and went over to her home occasionally, to enjoy a cup of freshly brewed
Ceylon tea and biscuits.
I lived in the basement of Mrs. Cantell‟s home during a vacation. I invited a few friends
one evening for supper and song. The lively music enticed some to clap their hands or tap
their feet and others to take to the floor and whirl around; at a moment of greatest
pleasure, when the music was loud, the percussion lively, and the dancers livelier, the
floor gave way and someone went right through the floor! Since no one was hurt, not
even the one who went through the floor, we laughed so much. Best of all, Mrs. Cantell
apologized for the incident and had the floor repaired the following day; Her response did
not seem at all surprising; it was so typical of the behavior of so many lovely old ladies I
met in Cambridge. A few stopped me on the streets with the endearing greeting of
“Hello, luv!” to ask me about tea estates in Darjeeling. It transpired that many were still
holding stocks of joint stock companies engaged in East Indian trade. One lady in
particular who I well remember, said she lived alone and quite frugally on a meager
pension since her husband passed away a few years before. Finding out that I came from
Ceylon, she invited me to her home to discuss an investment proposal over a cup of tea.
She wished to know whether I would care to buy the stocks of some tea estate in the hill
country of Ceylon that she was prepared to sell at a discount because she was not getting
dividends as she used to many years ago. I did not have the heart to tell her that those
estates were either nationalized at the time or under threat of nationalization; the stocks
were not worth more than the paper on which they were printed. I did not go to her house
because I did not have the money to buy so worthless an investment even though my
heart grieved over her plight. Those old ladies I met in Cambridge were mostly gracious,
caring and giving; but London was different; sometimes a distasteful experience to those
of us who came from former British colonies.
By way of illustration I recall the occasion when Zoe (Finland) and I walked around in
the vicinity of the British Museum in London looking for a room to share. I could have
found accommodation at William Goodenough House in Mecklenburg Square, a hostel
for students from Commonwealth countries and the United States. Zoe from Finland
could not qualify. We knocked on many doors where vacancies were posted. While
everyone who answered the door, upon seeing me, denied having rooms to rent, one
woman had the gall to say,
“You, yes, but you, no!” wagging her finger at Zoe and me, respectively.
In the doorway of her shabby house she stood looking at the two if us, hoping perhaps
that Zoe would desert me, her audacious and impudent bearing in singular contrast to her
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shabby attire. Zoe was more affronted than I because I was used to colonial rule and the
subjugation of one person by another, even the better by the lesser because whiteness was
all that counted in colonial conquest and domination. I have seen or experienced racism
and prejudice in many western countries, and even today in the United States. But Zoe
would have none of it. Throwing her head up in the air and assuming a haughty manner I
had never before observed in her, she said
“Both, yes, yes; one yes, No!”
We stalked off from her presence; Zoe, irate and rendered speechless and I wishing that
woman would not find a tenant to rent her room. Zoe did not say a word for a long
distance; and even when she spoke again, made no reference to the uncouth behavior of
that English woman who violated our sense of propriety and decency. When she at last
spoke, I listened and answered with almost no interest, for my mind was distracted by the
unfairness of being evaluated by the color of a skin. That incident happened more than
forty years ago; the world has changed a little since that time.
But as I said before, those I met in Cambridge were mostly caring. On another occasion I
vividly and fondly recall, a bouquet of gorgeous flowers Ruthie sent was awaiting me at
William Good-Enough House in Mecklenburg Square where I spent much of the first
summer. I could not believe that someone who I had known for less than a year would be
so thoughtful, caring and gracious. My sagging spirit uplifted when the receptionist also
gave me a large vase for those flowers and seeing them every day in the drab room I
occupied, dispelled the loneliness I might have otherwise felt to be so far away from
home and all alone.
“…Yet from the first crude days
Of settling time in this untried abode,
I was disturbed at times by prudent thoughts,
Wishing to hope without hope, some fears
About my future worldly maintenance,
And, more than all, a strangeness in the mind,
A feeling that I was not for that hour,
Nor for that place…” (William Wordsworth)
The beautiful flowers Ruthie sent, made even more beautiful in the vase they reposed,
were a comforting sight in the most despondent of days. Ruthie is another I met in
Cambridge who by her by friendship, supportive advice and loving actions made a huge
imprint on my mind and a difference in my life. Ruthie went back to the United States,
after the first year, to live somewhere close to Nantucket on the eastern seaboard. When
last I heard from her, she was getting married; and soon after she was gone from my life.
Zoe also returned to Finland. I lost two close friends at the end of the first year.
New habits formed at William Goodenough House in London during the two months of
the summer I lived there; they were as binding as those I had woven in Whitstead. Every
morning I rose early and went to the British Museum, a short walk away from where I
lived. After a quick breakfast in the Museum cafeteria, I sat in the Reading Room for
hours at a stretch reading, and taking copious notes of anything I thought was pertinent.
On most days, I ate a salad or a bowl of soup and cheese sandwich and drank a glass of
milk for lunch, again in the Museum cafeteria. At five in the evening I went back to my
lodgings. Whenever the thought of having another such meal in the cafeteria became an
anathema, I cooked quarter cup of rice and a dhal curry on the single burner electric
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cooker provided in the kitchen for other purpose such a heating water or milk, served the
rice on the plate I had brought with me, poured dhal over the rice, and dined alone sitting
cross-legged on the floor with the plate on my lap. The rich taste of dhal curry into which
I added so many condiments and spices from a little box I had also brought along,
improved my appetite and it tasted so good, without which the sandwich and soup in the
Museum cafeteria on the following day might have tasted insipid. But I wondered how
mother might feel if she saw her Cambridge attending daughter sitting on the floor like a
beggar in so Spartan a setting devouring a meal far worse than any a beggar would eat in
our home. Why would I grieve over my predicament although it might sound pathetic to
anyone at home hearing about it? I knew I was blessed to enjoy the life I was then
leading. Newnham sent us away to see the world and how glad I am that they did! I did
so much in the time I spent in London that I might not have done within the cloisters of
Cambridge. While you are energized by competitive spirit to accomplish in the company
of others, there is even more that you can do by yourself if you set your mind to it. I
developed a delightful habit of soliloquy. If I ran out of words to describe a sight or
emotion, I understood the wordless emotion I could not communicate to another. But in
the beginning I was concerned. I asked myself, “How am I going to get through two
months of solitary confinement?” And such reflection gave bleak color to the immediate
future.

The William Goodenough House in Mecklenberg Square

I had not forgotten the city so dense with places and events of interest. I was living so
close to the British Museum and in the heart of London where there were so many
opportunities for gratifying the insatiable appetite I then had for the arts and architecture,
sculpture and paintings, in particular. Even before the end of the first week, I was looking
forward to each day with expectations of spending it in the Reading Room of the British
Museum, or within the Museum itself, or in any one of the art galleries or the parks or
gardens in that great City. I went to a few concerts or spent a good deal of time listening
to music on the radio. My isolation among the chatter of people and the clatter of things
made it seem that I was moving through it all within an impregnable bubble. I was
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leading a life that irradiated with the thrill and excitement of adventure and novelty of
discovery.
Living alone for so long was an experience with which I was familiar. I had the freedom
to shape my life in any way I chose and therefore acquired a sense of unshared
responsibility that I did not have before. It added new dimensions or facets to my life that
were delightful. I did not answer to any bells or heed timetables, schedules, rules and
regulations. There was no one to direct my life. It would not be an exaggeration to claim
that I did not have a care in the world and even developed, without any visible
repercussion, an obdurate behavior latent in me. I could indulge my wishes without
objection or opposition. There were no tutorials to write or lectures to attend, no
invitations to accept or friends to meet and appease. Perhaps it was the former
circumstance that gave a curious feeling of pleasure full emptiness. In an instant I could
either find myself all alone or in the midst of people; I could choose to be awake or
asleep; to roam or be sedentary; to read or not to; to eat at any time I pleased. I could not
help noticing that I alone had the power to select and control the events in my daily life,
none to oblige, none to accommodate, none to please or pander. I liked being among
friends but it was also a wonderful experience to be by oneself for such a long period of
time. I was able to breathe more freely and look inward; I was in tune with my inner self,
able to listen more freely to my conscience, instincts or inner thoughts and be aware of
breathing in and out, seemingly so trivial a pursuit but life sustaining. The life I led was
not without its mellowing influence. I was joyful at my transformation from being a
stressful person with the Cambridge mission in mind to being just me, all alone and at
peace with myself. It was my way of adjusting to the strange situation in which I found
myself- looking for the silver lining in every dark cloud that floated above and keeping
my eyes open for blessings in disguise.
I was also fortunate to be in vicinity of the British Museum for two full months because I
saw so many of the treasured artifacts, mosaics and frescoes, portraits, pictures,
engravings, pottery, glassware and exquisite metal work in gold and silver, jewelry that
once adorned the bodies of rich and famous women and even crafts like embroidery. I
saw all those things at a leisurely pace, without rushing from one thing to another as I
might have done if I saw the Museum in one day. I saw Roman, Egyptian, Chinese,
Indian, Persian, African, Mayan and Celtic art among so many others. I do not remember
whether I spent more than one day viewing any gallery and if so, which? It is of little
consequence; more fortunate to have seen the visionary genius of the world over several
millenniums and the artistic heritage of so many countries at a leisurely pace, all under
one roof! I was conflicted by emotions of resentment that they were mostly acquired in
colonial times and of admiration that they were so well preserved for the benefit of
posterity. Where would those treasures be if the British did not gather them within that
Museum? How then to evaluate colonial rule? By the commentary of Joseph Conrad in
Heart of Darkness or by the great intellectual legacy the British left behind that benefited
people like me?
“…Their administration was merely a squeeze, and nothing more, I suspect. They were
conquerors and for that you want only brute force.. They grabbed what they could get for
the sake of what was to be got. It was just robbery with violence, aggravated murder on a
great scale.”
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In the Reading Room of British Museum Library I read so many things relevant and not
so relevant to the thesis I was writing. I read diaries kept by British colonists and colonial
administrators in Ceylon over a hundred years before my time. One wrote that no
department in the country would rise above the imagination and ability of its head. I
harked back to the mess I saw around me before I left Ceylon; its decadence was well
explained by that terse entry. In moments of reflection within the Reading Room of the
British Museum, I wondered about the course of world history recorded by historians and
events described by novelists like Flaubert and Dickens. None who engaged in wars for
the pleasure of plunder and rape foresaw the outcome of favorable social and political
reforms that followed. King Arthur comforted the grieving Sir Bedivere,
“The old order changeth, yielding place to new,
And God fulfills Himself in many ways,
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world.”
So, the sun set on the British Empire as it did on those that preceded it; but I saw the
silver lining in Britain‟s quest: it brought the world together as never before, breaking
down feudal structures, emancipating people around the globe, and spreading ideas of
democracy. Because of it, feudal and autocratic rule were displaced by democratic selfgoverning parliamentary systems in India and Ceylon. In India, it outlawed the horrific
practice of Sati and the caste system; it was the beginning of modern India that is now
tending toward super power status. The intellectual heritage of so many countries was
synthesized and spread around the world mostly by the British intellectual in the medium
of English language. It found me because of the British colonial occupation of Ceylon at
the time I was growing up. Because of it, I was able to live anywhere in the world where
the English language is spoken. Because of it, I learned to live like an ascetic; not like a
sadhu on the Himalayan slopes, but like a layman living in splendid isolation in the
immensity of that bustling City with no personal contacts. Everywhere I went in London,
I felt secure.
I spent two months in London at the end of which I was no longer a stranger to the City.
The great thing about living alone in a big city like London in the prime of my life was
the anonymity it afforded and the strength of mind and body I then had to move about
and luxuriate in solitary living. No one knew who I was and that relieved so many
pressures that come with living among those you know: you can dress badly or eat badly.
You can ignore all points of view and consider only your own. You do not have to live up
to an image, or keep up with the Jones or strive to outdo them; a life without connections
and ties. Day by day, I grew braver and ventured further away from Mecklenburg Square,
taking baby steps in the beginning and striding along the streets to distant places, as I
grew bolder. I got so much pleasure from sitting in a roadside café, sipping a cup of tea
and watching the traffic of the City and crowds milling past. It was an intersection- a
good site to sit and watch waves of people crossing the street, some hurriedly as if they
had a train to catch, and others, as if on a moonlight stroll, and impatient buses and cars
waiting to rev up and speed past. So many lives that I did not share hurried past me,
going to so many places that I had no entry. On Sundays I took the tube to Hyde Park and
walked to the Embassy like other lonely Ceylonese to eat the delicious rice and curry
they served there in the basement. The network of tube lines covered London like a wellspun web. I used it to get around London without the slightest fear of being mugged. I
rode the tube even late at night; the Russell‟s Square station was often the point of
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entrance to and exit from the underground. There were days when I walked back to
Mecklenburg Square late at night, but always without incident. London was quite unlike
other cities; so many parks and squares amidst urban congestion. During the day, they
afforded viewing and relaxing pleasure that few other cities did, but at night, passing
through or by them can be scary. However, London was the safest city in the world in
those days. Here again, I am torn by conflicting emotions when I see what has since
happened to that great City. The mother country opened its doors to sons and daughters
living in the British Commonwealth of Nations. It opened the floodgates and among the
immigrants were scores who, believing that the sidewalks in London were paved in gold
came to grab what they could get; without money, without even an education and
consequently, no job prospects. The conflicts that have arisen run deep in that milieu of
resentment by natives, indifference by their government, and discontent of the deprived.
It has become an insoluble problem of social injustice, creating an insalubrious climate in
which even suicide bombers flourish and no one is now safe. But back then it was safe
enough for a young woman to roam any time in the day or night and lose herself in the
beauty of places and sights without the slightest uneasiness. Because I had become
braver, I was also able to enjoy night life: I remember best the theatre, movies, art
galleries, museums, historic sites I visited during those two months. I saw The Mouse
Trap, touted even then as the longest running, and a performance of The Swan Lake at
Covent Gardens by the Bolshoi Ballet with Rudolph Nureyef and Anna Galina(?) in the
commanding roles; and heard the legendary Maria Callas sing in the Royal Opera House.
I rode the tube all the way to Wimbledon to watch, I believe it was Rod Laver. I heard
about the boat race between Oxford and Cambridge on the River Thames and went to see
it, even though Cambridge was the underdog having lost the race in the last few years.
The year I watched from the banks of the Thames, Cambridge lost again, but I acquired
the bragging rights to a story. I walked almost the whole length of Oxford Street from
Liverpool Street Station to Hyde Park and back, going out on one side of the street and
returning on the other. I even walked to the Strand to buy stamps for father‟s collection.
Harrods, where the Queen shopped, and John Lewis were no longer shops I heard or read
about; in each I bought something, even if it was a tiny trinket, which was all I could
afford at the time. Hamley‟s, the toyshop was a favorite haunt. I went there to watch the
electric toy trains revolving around toy tracks in perpetual motion. I fed the pigeons in
Trafalgar Square or went inside the restaurant nearby to eat a sandwich or quench my
thirst. When I returned to Cambridge at the end of summer, I had lost my diffidence and
developed the psyche of a globetrotter. I was a citizen of the world.
Those who lived in Whitstead moved out at the end of the first year, not to private
lodging as our predecessors had done, but to a lovely home owned by Newnham College,
Eva Smith House on Grange Road. Sally, Angela, Faiza, Ruth, Lorna, and Win were
among the first occupants of the large, well furbished and gracious home. Yung (Hong
Kong), Susan (USA), Enid (USA), Stella (England) joined us later. Newnham had not
spared cost in remodeling and refurbishing it. A lady from The Copper Kettle, a popular
tearoom and restaurant in town and a young don of Newnham College (her name has
escaped my mind; but her presence was announced by a forerunner: a mutt!) were the
interior designers and decorators. How splendid and comfortable the outcome! We were
the lucky beneficiaries of a bequest made by Eva Smith, who gave her residence at 16,
Grange Road to our College. It stood almost at the corner of Sidgewick Avenue and
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Grange Road, a hop, step and jump away from Clough Hall, almost the same distance
away from it as Whitstead was. The garden was larger; it had a few apple and plum trees.
Nothing resembling the order that must have prevailed when Eva Smith lived in that
gracious home was seen in the garden. No one came by to even prune the fruit trees. The
fruit was small but plentiful and sweet. Those apples were pippins, explained Win, so
called because the seeds rattled softly when you held one close to your ear and shook it
vigorously. My bird watching days were gone as the excitement over robins and wrens
paled with the frequency of their sighting. Only at harvest time, when those fruit trees
were heavy with ripening fruit did I frequent the garden in our new home, sometimes to
complete the meal I already had in the kitchen with dessert of delicious fruit. Because
there was so much fruit, I think it was Win who got the bright idea of asking everyone to
contribute a pound of sugar each. She harvested the fruit and made delicious plum jam
and stewed apple that she left in the pantry for all to enjoy.
My room was on the second floor decorated in shades of yellow; it reminded me of the
sun I saw often in Ceylon. Outside one of two windows looking out upon a large garden
was the landing of the fire escape. One day I came out of the shower wearing only my
dressing gown and walked into my room. Before I flung the dressing gown on the bed
and went to the closet to pick out something to wear, I happened to look in the direction
of the window that exited to the landing of the fire escape. My sight froze on the vision of
a man crouched there looking into my room. A dark shadow, perhaps of the window
drape, fell upon his face, but the ghostly light from my room illumined the ghastly salt
and pepper pants he wore. I uttered a frightened shriek that someone outside my room
heard and aroused others. We called the Police but the intruder had fled; someone heard
him scrambling down the metal steps of the fire escape. Speculation, anxiety and fear
about the incident soon exhausted, I went back to my room, its privacy violated by that
wretched man. I lived in that room for two years. During the whole time, that fire escape
was connected to a perversion. I could not look upon that fire escape without recalling
how close I was, just a second away, from providing a free show to a peeping Tom. Ever
since that day, whenever I walked into my room after dark, I never failed to draw the
blinds to shut out the fire escape, peek under the bed and inside the closet before I
jumped into bed- just to be sure!
Eva Smith House was a different kind of lodging experience from Whitstead. We, the
occupants of Eva Smith House, were in charge of our home. There was no housekeeper
to mind the house and no Miss Abbott to guide us along the path of Victorian decorum. I
saw more dressing gown clad ladies in the hallways, living room and kitchen and
smoking in those places without fear of sanction. We could eat in College if we so
wished but nearly all opted to cook and eat in Eva Smith House except on a rare
occasion. It grew, day by day, for the next two years to be our home away from home.
There was a large kitchen well equipped with appliances like gas stove and refrigerator.
There was room enough for a table for those who wished to avoid the hassle of carrying
food to the dining room. The kitchen was spacious, airy and well lit to serve as both
kitchen and makeshift dining area. Adjoining the kitchen was the pantry that was part of
the main house but isolated in some strange way from warmth we experienced elsewhere,
making it feel like an ice chamber. We stored left over food, like macaroni cheese on the
shelves in there, unspoiled and eaten even a couple days later. Talk about macaroni
cheese. My “cheese on toast” days were over. A large and well -equipped kitchen was at
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my disposal to diversify and enhance my learning experience in Cambridge. In company
of friends who made cooking a pleasant past time, I, who had rarely visited a kitchen at
home in Ceylon, learned to make a scrumptious meal for one. Gradually, I acquired
confidence to make larger dishes and invite others for dinner. Faiza taught me how to
make macaroni cheese; no recipe I have since tried tastes as good as hers. Perhaps it was
the cheddar cheese she used because ingredients were often as in other recipes: butter,
mustard, milk, flour, cheddar cheese and salt. Yung did research on fungus for a
doctorate degree. Periodically, her mother sent packages of canned and bottled food and
even items of clothing. For me, she sent a canned vegetarian dish; in appearance and
texture it looked like meat, but it was made from wheat gluten, Yung said. It tasted very
good. Yung could identify edible mushrooms and knew when to go into the woods to
gather the most succulent varieties. One day she came home with a bucket of mushrooms.
I was invited to assist in the preparation of a mushroom delicacy a la Chine. What a treat
that would have been for a vegetarian if only I had not been invited to assist! The first
step was to put those mushrooms in a pot of slightly salted water and bring it to a rapid
boil. I was excited knowing that we were not only making the delicious meal ourselves,
but Yung had also harvested the principal ingredient. I watched as the mushrooms were
brought to a quick boil; mushrooms sank, one by one, to the bottom of the pan, but the
water surface was soon covered with things that looked like bits of string.
“What‟s that?” I inquired.
“O, that,” replied Yung nonchalantly, while removing the pot off the fire and taking it to
the sink. “I told you that these are a variety of sweet mushroom. They attract a kind of
worm that is perhaps endemic to this variety. When you boil the mushrooms, they
separate and float; that‟s how you get rid of the worms,” she elaborated while removing
the scum and then draining the pot to separate the mushrooms from everything else.
A short while later, before execution of step two of that recipe, I found an excuse for
leaving the kitchen. On the way to my room I wondered how many worms still lay
trapped within those mushrooms. Perhaps it was those worms that enhanced the taste and
made them more flavorful. I reasoned: if people ate eels swimming like giant worms in
the ocean, why not also eat tiny worms hidden in mushrooms? And then, I recalled
Buddha‟s Sutra on Loving Kindness chanted in Pali:
Ye keci panibhutatthi tasava thavara anavesesa
Digha va ye mahantha va majjhima rassaka nukathula
Dittha va yeva addittha ye ca dure vasanthi avidure
Bhutava sambhavesi va sabbe satta bhavanthu sukh tattha.
Whatever living beings there be, they that tremble or they that are strong; whether tall,
short, medium, minute or massive, seen or unseen, living near or far; already born or
waiting to be born in any form; may all these livings beings be blissful and happy!
Back in my room I meditated on the suffering of all living things including the worms in
Yung‟s pot that perished in boiling water. I acknowledged that worms were living things;
but were they capable of blissful and happy thought, and if not, which animals in nature
were? Where to draw the line so that my vegetarian diet could include the worms in the
pot? The answers to the questions I asked myself I could not divine. I hoped Yung did not
find out that I did not eat the dish she made of those mushrooms, a portion of which she
left for me in the pantry.
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From Kalpana, who lived with her husband, Pranab, in a private lodging in Cambridge,
both doctorate students in Economics like me, I learned to make Kitchrie, a Bengali rice
dish cooked with lentils, vegetables and spices.
“It‟s a favorite in rainy weather,” she explained.
Thereafter, I did not need to make rice in one pot and dhal curry in another; the two
tasted much better when blended with condiments and spices and cooked in the same pot.
Into it I also added chopped carrots, spring onions, garlic, ginger and anything else I
found in the pantry. It was a meal in one pot and how delicious the remembered taste!
From watching, Win and Lorna I learned to bake a cake. The most fastidious meals any
of us prepared were for either visiting fiancées or boyfriends. We worked our way to the
hearts of the opposite sex via that kitchen in Eva Smith House. So many young men who
later became husbands, including mine, dined on the food prepared in that kitchen.
Ordinarily, when there was none to impress, we were often too weary and worn out from
the day‟s events to eat more than a bowl of soup, salad and several slices of buttered toast
and how sumptuous a meal it was! Faiza and I shared the dishes each made with the
other. There was some pilfering going on as well. But no one minded and we were so
ready to oblige if only someone asked. In any case, rarely were any grand dishes made in
our kitchen, but what we made was palatable and nourishing.. I did not notice anyone
lose or gain weight, the latter unlikely considering how much cycling and walking we did
to get from one place to another. It was in the kitchen of Eva Smith House that Sally and
I often met while each improvised a separate and simple meal and talk about world
affairs. Those were the days of Barry Goldwater who we both disliked. We feared the
outcome of an election that might vault him to the Presidency of the United States
allowing him to straddle the world belligerently. We both knew the solutions to world
problems, but neither had power to implement them. After a while, when our cooking
was done, realizing the futility of further discourse, but sobered by the thought of how
appalling the situation in the world out there, we went back to our rooms to the
imperatives of Cambridge life.
We had almost everything we needed at Eva Smith House, including a garage, but
nobody owned a car! That omission was soon remedied by the intervention of Sally‟s
American parents who gifted their only daughter a car! Long before the car arrived, we
were all talking about it. It was shipped from Germany: a cream colored Volkswagen. I
was glad that it was Sally who owned the car, not only for her sake, but for mine as well.
Qualities Sally displayed were uncommon generosity, a pleasing and outgoing nature and
comforting friendliness. While there were many with whom I associated in Cambridge,
few are remembered as being so kind and considerate. She invited me to ride with her to
small village churches in and around Cambridge; she also introduced me to an
unforgettable experience. We rubbed brasses together at a time when few people were so
pleasantly engaged and consequently there were no restrictions or ban in my time on the
delightful hobby. We bought sheets of white paper from Heffers, the bookstore in town,
and heel-ball from the cobbler, a black substance used to blacken leather. Spreading the
paper over a brass etching that covered the flat surface of a tomb and securing it in place
with tape, we rubbed the brass with measured strokes of the heelball to capture the blackon-white impression of knights in armor, their ladies and even dogs at their side. Some
brasses were so lavishly designed and executed that it took hours to get an impression;
others, over the tombs of the less affluent were simple but no less elegant; depending on
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the time at our disposal, we chose one or the other. Our rooms were often elegantly
decorated with framed copies of those brasses we had rubbed. Later, I hung a few on the
wall of my home in Ceylon to look upon and hark back to a delightful companionship
that I enjoyed in those Cambridge days. Sally and I also visited the grand Ely Cathedral
in the Fenland and a few stately historical homes in the vicinity of Cambridge. It was in
one that I became acquainted with the phenomenon of a priest‟s hole, a narrow concealed
chamber dug into the floor of some stately homes, providing but standing
accommodation for a Catholic priest fleeing religious persecution to hide and avoid being
captured by pursuing soldiers.
It was in the second year that I found time not only to see Cambridge at a leisurely pace,
but also to marry in a hurry!
Heffers Bookstore was a place I often visited to browse among the many bookshelves
looking for rare books. In Ceylon, in those days before the intervention of politicians
ruined our education system, we used textbooks written by Cambridge dons in our high
school and the University of Ceylon. Practical Criticism, written by I.A. Richards, a
Cambridge don, inspired teachers who taught me in Ceylon to use the style of criticism
popularized by him at Cambridge and described in that book. We were given poems
written by less well-known poets, to read for the first time and criticize. Whether that
style of instruction popularized poetry among many is a matter of speculation, but it
certainly did for me. How exciting it was to find an autographed first edition copy of a
book of poetry written by one of my favorite poets, John Crowe Ransome, sent by him to
F.R. Leavis, another great of the Cambridge English Department. There was even a letter
written by Ransome to Leavis inside. Leavis had the distressing habit of selling personal
memorabilia to the bookstore, said S. I bought the book, entitled Selected Poems by John
Crowe Ransome, for fifteen shillings. Within it, written in Ransome‟s hand, I read, “For
F. R. Leavis with the compliments of the author”; signed and dated May 15, 1946. The
selection included several poems we had read and criticized in the poetry class in our
high school. It even included the poem I liked best among the many Ransome wrote,
Winter Remembered, which begins thus:
“Two evils, monstrous either one apart,
Possessed me, and were long and loath at going;
A cry of Absence, Absence in the heart,
And in the wood the furious winter blowing.”
I treasure the book for the memories it brings back of Heffers Bookstore in Cambridge.
There were several museums: Fitzwilliam, a fantastic repository of arts and crafts,
medieval manuscripts, early printed books, literary and religious, and handwritten
manuscripts of some Wordsworth poems; he was at St Johns from 1789 to 1791. There
was another museum by an intriguing name, Kettle‟s Yard; those were the only two I
saw. Kettle‟s Yard is “a must see” someone said because modern painting and sculpture,
drawings and other curios were exhibited amidst potted plants; but there were also pots
and vases without plants and curios amidst. I did not know what to make of it.
Throughout the many centuries of its existence, almost 800 years, those who belonged to
the University or the town, dons and students, men of religious spirit and high intellect,
patrons, and workmen who also made things happen, invented, wrote, created,
philosophized, composed, bequeathed, gifted, painted, crafted, and sculpted, leaving us
an incredible legacy, all of which I did not see in the three years I lived there. Whichever
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college I visited, there were paintings, sculptures, artifacts, manuscripts that showed the
creative genius and intellect of those who had resided there so many centuries ago. The
sum total of the Cambridge‟s legacy is humongous.
The whole of Cambridge University is like a vast outdoor museum; almost every building
belonging to the University is a work of art, typifying the age it was constructed. Because
of its age many architectural styles, unseen in cities of comparable size, I saw there. Its
long history dates back to the thirteenth century; the first college, Peterhouse, was
founded in 1284.The construction of more than 30 colleges spanned a period of over 700
years. Even though several colleges were founded before the fourteenth century,
Peterhouse, Clare (1326), Pembroke (1347), Gonville and Caius (1348), Jesus (1496),
Trinity Hall (1350) and Corpus Christi (1352), it was only during and after the
Reformation that many more were either founded or completed. Christ‟s (1506), St.
John‟s (1511), King‟s, started in 1441 by Henry VI, but completed by Henry VIII only in
the middle of the sixteenth century; Magdalene (1542), Trinity (1546), Emmanuel (1584),
and Sidney Sussex (1596) were those founded in the sixteenth century.
The purpose of the papacy in the Middle Ages was to inspire religious awe in common
folk, consequently, churches and cathedrals of the pre-Reformation period reached up to
the sky; that purpose was shared even by those built later in the sixteenth century. Gothic
architectural features are commonly seen in post-Reformation buildings as well, Because
of the elegant Gothic style, English architects harked back to that style in the design of
buildings throughout the centuries: tall buildings, rib-vaulted ceilings, large windows and
little wall space; these features occur again and again in the best among the buildings I
saw. The exterior walls and window designs in pre-Reformation days appeared to be
rounded; after the Reformation they were more angular with sharp vertical lines, pointed
windows and doors, some with decorated towers topped with spires, like minarets, that
added to the height of the building. There is evidence that Arabic architectural style was
brought back to the Continent and England by the Crusaders. I observed three Colleges
closely: Peterhouse, Trinity and King‟s. These three show the range of Gothic styles,
from the austere appearance of Peterhouse built in thirteenth century to the elaborately
decorated Cathedral of King‟s, with ringing minaret-like spires atop. Inside King‟s
College Cathedral one gets a sense of heavenly space because the vaulted ceiling,
accentuated by arched ribs converging in a fanlike design, is way, way up there.
Large windows brought in bright light to inspire communion with the divine, and the
creation of huge stained glass pictures along the sides. Art and sculpture had religious
purpose, to inspire devotion and prayer; how better than the stained glass creations within
King‟s Cathedral? They depict the Life of Christ and events from the Old Testament. It
was indeed a breathtakingly awesome pictorial account of Christianity.
I went there often because I rubbed brasses within the Cathedral and took time off from
that pleasure full occupation to study and admire the surrounding panels of stained glass.
The Victorian Age saw another spurt in college foundation: Downing (1800), Girton
(1865), Newnham (1871), Selwyn (1882) and Fitzwilliam (1887). In Selwyn College I
saw the same Gothic style of architecture except that it was built of red brick and not
stone. Newnham College, built in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in
mostly Queen Anne style occupies the corner of Grange Road and Sidgewick Avenue.
The main entrance fronts Sidgewick Avenue. However, the street side façade was
unspectacular because of the surrounding wall for an obvious reason. To see the
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The Stained Glass Window in the King‟s College Cathedral

architectural and scenic beauty of Newnham College at their best, you must approach the
College from the direction of Whitstead, which I did almost daily for nearly a whole year.
I saw Newnham College from that direction in the four seasons, the best sightings in
spring and summer. Upon seeing it up close as the sun was setting, it was like walking in
a dream toward a heavenly sight.
I saw the typical asymmetrical façade of Old Hall, Sidgewick and Clough, the most
impressive of the three, all built of red brick, decorated with painted white wooden
windows and doors, and all overlooking a large courtyard of spacious green lawns, paths
of gravel and gorgeous flowerbeds. There were cantilevered gables beneath spindled
railings, multiple chimneys, columns and turrets amidst other architectural flourishes and
even an embedded tower at the second level that I meant to climb but never did.

The Buildings of Newnham College
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Those buildings were a delightful amalgam of so many different architectural flourishes
typical of the Queen Anne style, described by some as flamboyant and flashy.
The several chosen architectural features were artistically brought together in those
buildings of Newnham College. More beautiful because of its privacy; hordes of tourists
did not flock to see it as they did the colleges along the Backs, and most beautiful
because I lived there!
Cambridge is full of pleasant memories because it was there that I met my husband of
forty-one years at the time of this writing, and it happened toward the end of the second
academic year. I was glad that I met Jey in the second year and not the first when I might
have dissipated my thoughts and time in romance instead of study, the purpose for which
I went to Cambridge; I was glad that I met Jey in the second and not the third because I
might have plunged into romance instead of writing the thesis. It was the most
opportunistic time to meet, in February of 1964, and marry soon after, in October of
1964, because he left for Ceylon ten days later, and I returned to my secluded life focused
on study.
I was walking along Sidgewick Avenue, just outside Newnham College, minding my
own business when the sound of screeching tires against the curb alongside jolted me into
scared attention.
“My bike hasn‟t brakes,” said the young man riding it. I knew in a heartbeat that he was
from Ceylon and that he was a Tamil; the pronunciation was unmistakable. Before I
could think of a suitable response, he asked,
“Are you from Ceylon?”
That encounter started a relationship that was reluctantly pursued by me in the beginning;
I was fully aware of the repercussions and consequences that would follow if it
blossomed into a permanent one. I was afraid to even meet him thinking that he was soon
to return to Ceylon and any such meeting would surely be in vain. It would shatter the
peace of mind I had, blight the ability to work my way through obstacles of which I
confronted so many, even expose my heart to the sweet-sorrow of a parting never to meet
again, and that would surely destroy my sanity. But I was not in the driver‟s seat; Jey
swiftly moved the reluctant relationship forward toward marriage. He knew what he
wanted, but I did not. Two feelings possessed me: love and fear. I was sad not to be able
to share my happiness that was linked to the way I was going to spend the rest of my life,
with my parents and family. Not only would I not share my happiness with them, I knew
I was going to do something that would bring them excruciating pain, especially to
mother who had given so much and got so little in return. I knew that she would cry her
heart out when she heard how badly I had let her down. In our society, structured on the
basis of caste, creed, community, and religion, marriages took place within boundaries set
by those imperatives.
I missed having Zoe around to advice and guide me. I did the next best thing I could
under those circumstances. I wrote to her. Zoe asked,
“What‟s the difference? He looks like your brother. My parents wouldn‟t mind even if I
married a French boy. I don‟t believe they would oppose even an Indian as long as they
were convinced I was going to be happy. Isn‟t your happiness more important than
everything else? It‟s your life and you are the best judge.”
Zoe asked me to visit her in Finland. She thought I needed some motherly advice and her
mother was willing to give it. However, she had to see and observe us both together; so
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Jey was also invited to accompany me. As I write about my memories of Cambridge, I
think it is appropriate to also write about the trip to Finland during that second year. Until
that trip I was confused not knowing how to select between duty and love because each
bound me in a different way. I was willing to let Zoe‟s mother help me to decide. It was
because of that trip and the advice I got from Zoe‟s mother that I now have two
certificates from Cambridge: one from University of Cambridge, the degree certificate,
and the other from the City of Cambridge, the marriage certificate!
There was very little time to prevaricate because Jey was returning to Ceylon in October.
Jey made immediate plans to travel in September; those travel plans were later enlarged
to include Russia. Our travel could not be well coordinated because Jey had to tie up the
loose ends of several tasks he had to do before he left for Ceylon. I sailed on a Russsian
liner, Krupskaya, from Southampton to Helsinki. I was going to stay with Zoe for a week
before Jey flew out to join us. Zoe wanted me to come early because she had made plans
to travel with me to “must see” places. The boat ride on the “Krupskaya” from England
to Finland was one to remember. The North Sea was wild and its fury was unleashed on
our small ship. Nothing could be stabilized on tables; everything flew off and crashlanded on the floor. Many were seasick; consequently, few ate. I did because I appeared
to have a constitution of a veteran seafarer. The marmalades and jams served with butter
and toast for breakfast came in a variety of color and tasted so delicious and of a
delectable flavor I had never eaten before. I was asking for more until I found out from a
waiter, who spoke a smattering of English that I, a vegetarian, had been feasting on
caviar! We disembarked for a day in Oslo. The Norwegians were delightfully welcoming.
A family I met on the streets of that city invited me to their home in the country for tea.
“You have plenty of time to catch the boat; take the train from the Oslo station. We live
ten minutes away. We‟ll meet you at the station.”
I do not know what made me do it, but I did take the train ride to their home outside Oslo.
How glad I am that I was brazen enough to visit that charming family! It was the day of
the week when they baked all kinds of breads and pastries in an outdoor oven. There was
a long table under a spreading tree at which we sat and ate rolls, smothered in butter, and
delicious pastries, while sipping Darjeeling tea.

A Norwegian Fiord
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We talked mostly about my Cambridge experience, my family in Ceylon and Ceylon tea!
No matter where I went in those northern countries, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and
Finland, the sari I wore and the thick black hair worn in a long braid that fell below my
waist drew favorable attention. In those days those countries were not inundated with an
influx of Asian refugees; therefore, the welcome wagon met me wherever I went. I was
warmly welcomed and kindly greeted.
When the Krupskaya sailed through a fiord, the sun was beginning to set, casting a
golden glow upon the narrow waterway and the steep forest clad cliffs. Tucked into those
hills were gracious mansions, almost all distinguished by a flag hoisted high from a
tower. Later I learned from Zoe that it signaled the presence of the lord within his castle;
when it was not hoisted, the paramours of the lady knew he was gone and they were free
to enter! Now, whenever I read about Norway, the splendid scenery I saw along the fiord
that day comes to mind. The ship stopped for a few hours in Copenhagen where I saw the
forlorn Little Mermaid sitting on a rock along the shoreline, and thence to Stockholm and
on to Helsinki. How graciously Zoe‟s family greeted me. I had wondered why most
Finnish people disliked the Russians. Zoe‟s stepfather had one leg, the other lost in a
battle with Russia, he said. While we waited for Jey to arrive, we visited Finnish glass
and ceramic factories; and many museums; the one to remember is the outdoor museum
where wood cabins and cottages were constructed or resurrected to show how Finns lived
in the days gone by. One evening we went to a party where there was dancing. The men
were on one side of the ballroom and the women on the other and the music played to the
huge empty space in the center. It took a long time for those young men who seemed only
half awake to warm up, move across the floor and lead those coy young women on to the
floor; and when at last the fun began, it was not wild. It was reminiscent of social events
between young men and women in Ceylon in my time. Zoe and I traveled by bus all the
way to the north of Finland, as far as the Artic Circle! With a glad heart I stood by a sign
that read “Artic Circle” and had my picture taken by Zoe to show folk back home. The
country we drove through was sparsely populated and dense with coniferous forest. The
bus slowed down when it reached designated wayside inns, giving the conductor a
fleeting second to hurl the bundle of letters and newspapers into a receptacle that
resembled a mailbox in United States; and how precisely he lodged it, without a single
miss, each and every time. One of the things I wanted to see was a reindeer in the
wilderness of the Tundra.
I was sure to see at least one, Zoe‟s mother said. We saw a herd of wild reindeer. When
Jey arrived there were even more novel experiences: the Finnish Sauna being the most
memorable. The two women, Zoe and I, went to one and the men to another. Fortunately,
Zoe wore glasses and had to remove them in the steam bath; so she could not see me in
the nude. She said that after a sauna some men, still naked, would roll in the snow outside
the cabin to toughen up both body and mind. Later, we drove to a rustic restaurant where
the main entrée was a reindeer stew that Jey said was “pretty good”. For dessert we
walked through the wood.
“Your dessert in on the ground,” Zoe said pointing the blue berry bushes. We sank down
on our knees and picked blue berries, thinking how pleasant an experience that was. After
the many course dinner, we retired to our cabin where a small fire was lit; we sat around
chatting for a while and then went to bed and literally dropped off to deep sleep. Zoe‟s
mother took her assignment rather seriously. She watched Jey all the while with the
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interest of a soon-to-be mother-in-law; she listened intently to whatever little he said. She
often said, “Both of you look like a brother and sister.” I knew she was trying to break
down the social and cultural barriers that drove us apart by pointing to a biological
resemblance that would bring us together. When we were ready to leave for Russia, she
had no doubt in her mind that he would make a good husband for me. She had observed
and analyzed Jey carefully as if he was going to be her son-in-law, she said.
Among the many things Cambridge gave was the will to over-ride customs of Ceylonese
social life that were often riddled with contradiction. The kings of Sri Lanka often
brought Tamil brides from South India. But so well were the several countries that make
up the Indian sub-continent divided during British times, that even today my people,
whose culture, language, religion, food, dress and everything else that characterize them
derive from India, do not realize how great, eminent and distinguished is their neighbor to
the north. Cambridge gave me courage to act according to my reasons. We are all citizens
of the world who know no boundaries, no prohibitions or ceilings, and nothing to limit
our sense of what is right. I was ready to fight to live in the way I chose and to define my
destiny according to my dreams. Zoe‟s mother gave me parental blessing I sought to put
my mind at ease.
Soon after we got back to Cambridge, we were married. If the word “whirlwind” would
describe a romance, it is mine. I was literally and metaphorically caught in a spin. Our
quite wedding, a civil ceremony, was attended by three fellow students: Faiza, Yung and
Chakravarthy from Selwyn. In October 1964, a war was being fought between China and
India over boundaries. We, in Cambridge, declared our separate peace between the two
nations by asking Yung (Chinese) and Charavarthy (Indian) to sign the marriage register
in the City of Cambridge.
Ten days later I was at Heathrow to see Jey fly back to Ceylon. He kissed me gravely on
my forehead and tears started to roll down my cheeks. He walked briskly away and
disappeared through a door. I did not have the courage to watch the plane soar and fade
away into the distant sky as I might have done some other time. I turned away and went
to the King‟s Cross Station to catch the train back to Cambridge. I sat in the lonely train
riding back to Cambridge without Jey by my side. I was beginning to feel the full impact
of the decision I had taken; it weighed heavily on my mind. I began to be disagreeably
conscious of my family‟s plight. An ominous whisper seemed to creep through the
compartment in which I was seated. What I had done seemed to exercise an unhappy
effect on the others who rode along with me; none smiled, none acknowledged or spoke
to another; they all sat in woeful silence staring ahead or out the window as if endowed
with uncanny knowledge of the recent events in my life and wanted to show me
disapproval by their mood and silence. I began to have grave doubts about what I had
done and shrank closer to myself. I wanted the ride to end soon so that I would be back in
Cambridge and be with Yung who would say things to cheer me up. The scenery had
changed sadly since we left in the morning; the clouds over Cambridge were heavy and
softly weeping. I took a taxi back to Eva Smith, shut myself up in the room, lay down on
the bed and buried my face in the pillow as if I had an excruciating headache. I did not
answer the door even when Faiza came by later that evening. I needed to be alone to
weigh the repercussions in my new life. I was afraid to go back to Ceylon and hoped that
Jey, who had bewitched me and who appeared to have charmed my Cambridge friends,
would do likewise among my family and smooth things over so that when I returned to
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Ceylon a year later, the passage of more than 365 days would have healed the wounds I
had inflicted on them.
Soon it was all over! All I had to do was to go around and say good-bye to those I had
come to know, respect, honor and even love, Miss Deane, Miss Morris, Miss Abbott,
Mrs. Milne and Mrs. Cantell among them. It was not an easy thing to do. I felt torn up
inside as I did when I left my family behind in Ceylon more than three years ago.
Cambridge continues to live on in my mind as if those three years happened a year ago. I
recall it with feelings of veneration. Looking back, the first year was grueling and most
exhausting leaving me with little time to spare from study. Cambridge wanted to make
sure that we were filling our minds with knowledge, Cambridge kind of knowledge that
forced us to strive toward Cambridge goals; they ensured that we were of the right stuff.
In the second and third years I found time for extra-curricular activity, including the time
to marry though not to settle down. The hectic pace of the first year slackened in the
second, less so in the third because of the need to meet deadlines in thesis submission, but
even so I groaned less. Also, in the second and third years, the academic work was not as
burdensome. However, thinking about what the University required of me, cast its
shadow on whatever I did to fulfill the Cambridge mission.
The Cambridge experience was unique. The thesis supervisor, Miss Phyllis Deane, met
me from time to time; but she did not tell me what to do. I lived continuously, in the next
two years, within my sphere of ideas. I looked inward for latent thought processes, and
tried to activate and impart vividness and purpose to them. Occasionally, I regulated the
growth of those ideas by reference either to her advice and steady support without which
I would have foundered, or to the growing bibliography I had accumulated. Thus, I
acquired direction and made progress. My confidence grew with each passing day. I was
becoming an expert in the small field I had chosen to study.
There is no doubt in my mind that I left Cambridge with many vacancies in my head. But
after so many years of tireless self-taught but well-guided knowledge in the best
Cambridge tradition, I now understand the purpose of Cambridge education: give
confidence to students to initiate and design a research project and the determination to
bring it to fruition. While Cambridge also nurtured men like Darwin, Bacon or Newton to
carry forth to fruition the path-breaking ideas in their super-human minds, for those like
me, who had nothing to contribute to the advance of scientific thought, I learned to be
creative and how to plan, organize, manage and control the project I had initiated. What
a singular experience it was to learn how to search for, gather, describe and analyze facts
and arrive at conclusions that, when implemented, advanced stated objectives! I learned
how to lay it all down in an orderly readable fashion that others reading it might say,
“Aha! This reads well, is doable and is indeed a novel contribution to knowledge.”
No matter how daunting the task, Cambridge gave me confidence to plunge; no matter
how difficult the role appeared, to perform without complaining of fatigue, or how
arduous the course, to embark on the business of life without fear or procrastination.
Cambridge is truly a great university; a university that sponsors creative thinking as every
university must but few really do. Cambridge is an extraordinary experience that you are
unlikely to get elsewhere unless you attend another great like Harvard or some of the
Indian Institutes of Technology. You realize that its tradition has rubbed off on you when
you leave: you have the courage of your convictions, faith in your ideas, and confidence
in your performance (often you are your best judge) to confront the unknown no matter
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how daunting it is, to improvise when ingredients or pieces of the puzzle are missing and
extemporize or make do with little in hand. Three years at Cambridge during the most
impressionable period of life gave me power to initiate and improvise and the confidence
with which to do so.
Cambridge is many things: a tourist resort, a center of great erudition that was and is a
haunt of some of the greatest minds this world has seen, a place of incomparable beauty,
a nurturing place for scholars and students, a university of great antiquity but always at
the cutting edge of discovery, a reposeful habitat that encourages and fosters learning in
every subject that we know of, and a meeting place for great minds from around the
world. But above all University of Cambridge lives up to the nomenclature: University,
an educational institution of the highest order. Cambridge still reaches out to all its
alumnae who are scattered around the world. Newnham College reached out to Ethiopia
in the 1960‟s to try and rescue Cambridge alumnae of Emperor Selassie‟s family who
were all imprisoned and awaiting a horrible fate. As every educational institution that
calls it a „university‟ should but only a few do, University of Cambridge reaches out and
encompasses the whole world.
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